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Ph.D. Thesis 1998 
Abstract 
This thesis is concerned with the properties of 1 + 1 dimensional massive 
field theories in both infinite and semi-infinite geometries. Chapters 1, 2 
and 3 develop the necessary theoretical framework and review existing work 
by Chim and Zamolodchikov [1] on integrable perturbations of the (bulk) 
g-state Potts model, the particular model under consideration in this thesis. 
Chapter 4 consists of a detailed analysis of the bootstrap for this model, 
during the course of which unexpected behaviour arises. The treatment of 
1] has consequently been revised, but further investigation will be necessary 
before complete understanding of this behaviour can be reached. In the final 
chapter, attention turns to the imposition of boundary conditions on two di-
mensional systems. After looking at this from a statistical mechanical point 
of view, a brief review of boundary conformal field theory and its integrable 
perturbations is given. This leads once more to a consideration of the g-state 
Potts model. After summarising [2], where fixed and free boundary condi-
tions are considered, a third and previously untreated boundary condition is 
discussed. 
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Chapter 1 
Statistical mechanics and field 
theory 
The consideration of statistical mechanical models at second order phase 
transitions and their relation to conformal field theories and their perturba-
tions underpins all the work to be presented in this thesis. Consequently, 
I shall begin by giving a brief introduction to these two areas by way of a 
particular example. The example I shall use will be that on which much of 
the following work is based, namely the g-state Potts model. I will initially 
approach this model from the point of view of statistical mechanics before 
moving on to discuss the relevant aspects of quantum field theory. For a more 
detailed discussion of statistical mechanical models, see [4] and [5]. Quantum 
field theory and critical phenomena are given an encyclopaedic treatment in 
6], while [7] also touches on most of the material covered in this chapter. 
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1.1 Statistical mechanics 
Statistical mechanics is concerned with modelling lumps of matter. In gen-
eral, any model giving a realistic approximation of some physical system will 
have to include so many interactions as to be hopelessly intractable. The 
problem is thus one of constructing models that are simple enough to make 
calculation of their properties viable, but which do not lose the essential 
characteristics of the system being modelled. As a result it is considered 
quite acceptable to restrict attention to models in two dimensions instead of 
four, and allow only nearest neighbour interactions. As we shall see in the 
discussion of universality, taking only short range interactions into account 
may not alter certain properties of the system at all. 
The basic object in statistical mechanics is the partition function, from 
which all thermodynamic properties of a particular system can be derived. 
For a statistical mechanical system in equilibrium at some finite tempera-
ture T, the relative probability of finding diff'erent configurations is given 
by the Boltzmann distribution, where the relative probability of a particular 
configuration is 
P{config) = e-^(^°"-f'3)/*=sr 
where kB is Boltzmann's constant. The partition function is then given by 
{configs) (configs) 
where the sum is over all possible configurations of the system. 
To give an example, a magnet can be modelled as a lattice having a 
spin (jj associated with each site. These spins interact pairwise, with an 
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interaction energy of J{ai,aj) between spins at neighbouring sites i and j. 
Each configuration of the system is then characterized by the particular set 
of values taken by the spins, {cr}, and the energy of a given configuration is 
thus 
Here, the sum is over all pairs of spins. Similarly, the partition function can 
be expressed as 
{T} W} 
Important information about a system is given by its correlation func-
tions. These are the averaged values of quantities for the system at thermal 
equilibrium. For example, the average value of the spin at site i is given by 
the factor o f l / Z being necessary to normalize the probabilities. In a similar 
fashion, the correlation function between spins at sites i and j (the two-point 
spin correlation function) is 
<a„a, >= l / Z ^ a , a , P ( M ) 
From this, the generalisation to n-point correlation functions is obvious. 
In fact, for such a system, all thermodynamic properties can be expressed 
in terms of the set of spin correlation functions. The most relevant of these 
to the following discussion is the correlation length ^. This is a measure of 
the distance over which spins exert a significant effect on each other, ie. the 
value that a given spin a takes will refiect its interaction with those spins 
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situated within a distance of order ^, with those spins further away exerting 
a negligible effect on a. When ^ is finite, it is related to the connected two-
point function < ai,aj >c when the distance r between i and j is large 
by 
< ai,aj >c = < cri,aj > - < ai >< aj > = — ( 1 . 1 ) 
In the following sections I will primarily be concerned with manipulations 
of this quantity in order to draw out points of interest. 
1.1.1 The g-state Potts model 
The statistical mechanical model to be considered in this section was first 
defined by R.B.Potts [8], and the following discussion will draw heavily on 
that given in [4]. Although the Potts model may be defined in a more gen-
eral way, I will restrict my discussion to a two-dimensional square lattice JC 
consisting of A'' sites. At each site i, there is an associated quantity ai which 
can take any one of q different values, say 1,2,... ,q-l,q. As is usual, I wiU 
refer to cr, as a 'spin'. The interaction energy between adjacent spins ai and 
aj is defined to be —Jd{ai,aj), where 
S{ai, aj) = 1 if ai = aj 
— 0 if cr, ^ aj 
This can be associated with the edge ( ,^ j) joining the two spins. The total 
energy is then 
£ = -J^6{ai,aj) 
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where the summation is over all edges. Using this, we can write the partition 
function as 
where A;^  is Boltzmann's constant, T is the temperature, and the outer sum is 
over all possible spin combinations (giving terms). This can be rewritten 
as 
-^^ = E n [ l + ^ ' ^ ( ^ - ^ . ) ] (1-2) 
( i j ) 
where AT = e*B^ - 1. On expanding the product, we get a sum of 2^ terms, 
and we can associate a unique graph Q with each term as follows. In a given 
term, there will be a factor of either 1 or K5{ai,aj) for each edge If 
the factor K5{ai, 'Oj) appears then place a bond on the corresponding edge 
of £ , leaving all edges where the factor 1 appears empty. 
Now consider a general term in the expansion, represented by a graph Q 
with V bonds, and C connected components, a connected component being a 
chain of spins joined by bonds or an isolated site having no bonds associated 
with it . Such a term will have a factor of K" associated with it, the presence 
of the delta functions meaning that all spins in a connected component must 
be the same. As each connected component can assume q diflFerent spin 
states the sum over all spin combinations will give a weight of q'-^ to the 
term, leading to a total contribution of K^q^ to Z^. Summing over all 
graphs Q which can be drawn on C we get 
Zr.^Y.K'q" (1-3) 
g 
as was shown by Kasteleyn and Fortuin [9]. Note that in this formulation q 
need not be integer, and may be taken to be any real number. While this 
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may be of use formally, the physical interpretation is not immediately clear. 
If we generalize the above treatment to allow for diff'erent couplings Ji and J2 
in the horizontal and vertical directions respectively, equation (1.3) becomes 
Z ^ = 2 i r r i r 2 ^ ^ g ^ (1.4) 
where vi and 2^ are the number of bonds on horizontal and vertical edges 
respectively, and 
Kr = exp(Jr/kBT) - 1 
In what follows, I shall assume that both Ji and J2 are positive. As a result 
the system is ferromagnetic, ie. adjacent spins will tend to align — this being 
the configuration with lowest interaction energy. 
1.1.2 Ice-type formulation and location of the critical 
point 
In order to show that the square-lattice Potts model satisifies a duality rela-
tion and hence find the critical point, it is convenient to recast the form of 
ZN. A S a preliminary step, we must first change the formulation of Zyv and 
consider its representation on the medial lattice instead. 
Formulation of Zj^ on the medial lattice C 
The medial lattice C can be defined as follows. Draw polygons around sites 
of C such that 
1. No polygons overlap, and no polygon surrounds another. 
2. Polygons of non-adjacent sites have no common corners. 
19 
< 
V "tf •o' 
Figure 1.1: Medial lattice £ ' (empty circles) around L (solid circles) 
3. Polygons of adjacent sites % and j have one and only one common 
corner, and this lies on the edge ( i , j ) . 
Take the corners of these polygons to be the sites of £ ' — from now on 
I shall call these polygons 'basic polygons'. There are two types of site on 
internal sites which are common to two basic polygons, and external sites 
which lie on only one basic polygon. In the case of the square lattice there is 
an obvious choice for the medial lattice, being that with sites of C! situated 
at the midpoint of the edges of £ , and the sites of L in the middle of the basic 
polygons. This is shown in figure 1.1. Obviously, we now have two types of 
internal site on C! — those situated on horizontal and those on vertical edges 
of £ — for the case of Ji ^ J2-
There is a 1 — 1 correspondence between graphs ^ on £ and polygon 
decompositions on C: i f G has no bond on an edge (z, j ) then separate the 
basic polygons of C that meet at the midpoint of ( i , j ) , whereas if there is a 
bond on {i, j) then separate the edges of C so as to join the two basic polygons 
together (see figure 1.2). A connected component on £ will therefore become 
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a joined group of basic polygons having a polygon as an outer perimeter 
and, if it contains closed loops, one or more internal polygons. A particular 
decomposition on £' is thus made up of p distinct polygons where 
p = C + 5, (1.5) 
denoting the number of connected components of ^ by C , and the number 
of internal polygons by S. 
J 1 / . J 
Figure 1.2: Separation of edges for (a) no bond on and (6) bond on 
For a graph Q in the decomposition of Z;^ the quantities 5, C, N, and 
v are not independent. If Q has no bonds, then C = N. If we introduce 
bonds onto the graph but don't form closed loops, then the number of sites 
in a connected component Ci = the number of bonds in it (i/j) -Hi . If we 
now allow closed loops in Ci, then the bond that closes the loop does not 
introduce a new site, so the number of sites in d —{ui — Si) + 1, where Si is 
the number of closed loops in Cj. In this most general case, we can see that 
A^  = -Si + l) = i^-S + C 
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where the sum is over all connected components Cj. Combining this with (1.5) 
we can express C as 
C = {p-i^ + N)/2 (1.6) 
which identity can then be used in equation (1.4) to give 
Z^^q^/'Y.l'^'^i^2 (1-7) 
p.d. 
where 
and the sum is over all polygon decompositions on £ ' . In this formulation 
Vi — the number of bonds of type i on £ — becomes the number of sites of 
type i on £ ' where the edges have been separated to join basic polygons. 
The final step in this reformulation is to make all factors in the sum 
over polygon decompositions independent of global considerations. The Xr 
already depend solely on the circumstances at each individual site, whereas 
the factor of q^/'^ clearly does not. I f we now define A and z such that 
gV2 = 2cosh(A) and z = e^l'^^ 
then we can make q^l'^ local by the following trick. Place arrows on the edges 
of the polygons on £ ' so that there is one arrow pointing towards, and one 
arrow pointing away from each corner of each polygon. Now, give each corner 
a weight of z", where a is the angle turned to the left when passing around 
the corner in the direction of the arrows (for the square lattice a = ±|). 
For each polygon, the sum of all angles a = ±27r, depending on whether 
they form an anti-clockwise or clockwise circuit of the polygon. This means 
that the product of weights = z^'^'^ = e^ '^*'. If we allow both possibilities, 
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then the total weight associated with each polygon will be q^l"^ allowing us 
to write 
Z;V=9^/^E^r^2^En^"'" (1-8) 
•p.d. o,.c. m 
where the inner sum is over all allowed arrow coverings, and the product is 
over all polygon corners m, with am being the corresponding angle. 
Ice-type formulation 
At each internal site of £ ' there are two ways of separating the edges, and 
for each of these there are four ways of placing arrows. In each case there 
are two arrows into, and two arrows out of each site, satisfying the ice rule. 
These are shown in figure 1.3, together with their corresponding contribution 
to ZN. 
Figure 1.3: Arrow configurations on £' and their respective weights 
Without separating any edges and decomposing into polygons, let us 
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consider the possible arrangements of arrows satisfying the ice rule at an 
internal site. There are six distinct arrangements as shown in figure 1.4. 
Figure 1.4: Distinct arrow configurations on £ ' 
Comparing figures 1.3 and 1.4 we can see that arrangements 1 to 4 in 1.4 
correspond to unique edge separations and hence unique weights at each site. 
On the other hand 5 and 6 can appear for both edge separations, so each 
have two associated weights. The sum over polygon decompositions is thus 
almost implicit in a sum over all arrow configurations satisfying the ice rule. 
We can make it so by simply summing the relevant weights for configurations 
5 and 6. Now, for a particular arrow covering of the contribution to Z^^ 
is a product over all sites of the weight occuring at each site. The composite 
weights of 5 and 6 ensure that both possible edge separations are taken into 
account each time they occur. This gives the final formulation of Z^ as 
2iv = 9 ^ / ' E ^(^e^5/i^5) (1.9) 
I.e. sites 
The sum is now over all arrow coverings satisfying the ice rule at each 
internal site and with one arrow into and one arrow out of each external site. 
The product is over all sites of Each external site contributes a weight of 
e^'^l'^, and each internal site a weight (/c = 1, ...,6) corresponding to the 
particular arrow arrangement in figure 1.4. For a site of type r, these weights 
are W i , = 1,1, "^T, Xr, e'^^^+XrC^^'^, e^/^+x^e"'^/^. Looking at figure 1.4, 
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we can see that these weights are for arrow configurations oriented such that 
the basic polygons are to the left and right of the site. Whilst this is the case 
for sites of type 1, for type 2 sites the corresponding arrow configurations 
have to be rotated by 90°. Relabelling the weights so that they depend on 
the arrow configurations alone, we have 
as before for sites of type 1, and for sites of type 2 
c j x , W e = xs, X 2 , 1 , 1 , + Xie'^^^, e"^ /^  + X2e^^^ (1.11) 
The respective arrow configurations being 
Duality relation and location of the critical point 
Using the ice-type formulation of Z^, it is a simple matter to see that the 
g-state Potts model satisfies a duality relation on the square lattice. It can 
be seen that by replacing Xi,X2 with x^^x^"^ in (1.10) and (1.11), then mul-
tiplying all type 1 weights by X2 and all type 1 weights by X i we interchange 
the two types of weight. Although this may change any boundary conditions 
imposed on the lattice, we do not expect it to significantly aff'ect the large N 
limit of ZN. Treating Z^ as a function of X i and X2 we can thus write, for 
large N, 
ZN{XI,X2) = {x,X2)''Z^{x^\x^') (1.12) 
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This is a duality relation which sets up a correspondence between a high 
temperature Potts model {xi and X2 small), and a low temperature {xi and 
X2 large) one. This was first derived by Potts [8]. It is to be expected that at 
low temperatures the ferromagnetic Potts model will be ordered, with spins 
predominantly taking one particular value. At high temperatures, we expect 
the model to exhibit a disordered phase, where no one spin state is dominant 
on the lattice as a whole — each being equally likely at each individual site. 
At some critical temperature Tc between these two phases, we expect to see 
a transition from one phase to the other. This will be characterised by the 
free energy becoming non-analytic along a line in the (2:1,2:2) plane. The 
dimensionless free energy per site taken as a function of Xi and X2 is defined 
as 
ip(xi,X2) = - lim N'^IIIZN 
and we expect it to be analytic everywhere except at such a phase transition. 
In terms of •0, equation (1.12) becomes 
'IIJ{XI,X2) = - ln(a;iX2) '>\)(x2^ .x'l^) (1.13) 
If i\) is non-analytic on a line in the region XxX2 < 1, then by equa-
tion (1.13) it will also be non-analytic on a line in the region X1X2 > 1. The 
line X1X2 = 1 is unique in that it is self-dual, so the simplest solution is that 
•0 is non-analytic on this line alone. This assumes that there is only a single 
phase transition which, although true for the model under discussion, is not 
necessarily the case. In later chapters the isotropic (Ji = J2 = J) Potts 
model will be of particular interest. In this case Xi = X2 = x, and the critical 
point is located aX K = Kc = y/q. 
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In going from the high to the low temperature phase, blocks of spins 
order themselves such that one spin value predominates. The size of these 
blocks is of order ^. For g > 4, ^ is always finite and the model undergoes 
a first order phase transition at the critical point [10]. The behaviour of the 
model is radically altered when ^ becomes infinite at the critical point, as is 
the case for g < 4. Such phase transitions, where ^ becomes infinite at the 
critical point, are denoted second order phase transitions. As we shall see 
below, these play a very important role in the study of statistical mechanical 
systems and their related quantum field theories (see, for example, [6]). 
1.2 Universality and the renormalization group 
Consider the square-lattice Potts model with g < 4, close to the critical 
point, and let the number of sites A^  be large enough that finite size effects 
can be neglected for the following discussion. Now replace every block of 
4 spins with one at their centre, whose value reflects their average. As the 
model is close to the critical point, ^ will be very large, and the 4 spins in any 
one block will be highly correlated. Consequently, it is to be expected that 
the spin distributions of this approximate lattice will, on a large scale, be 
the same as the original lattice and hence i t will have the same macroscopic 
properties. If we continue with this program of coarse-graining, at some point 
the properties of the lattice will begin to change, and the spin distributions 
will look quite different from that of the original lattice. This will happen 
when the size of the section of the original lattice now blocked into one spin 
is of the same order as the correlation length. When the model is exactly at 
its critical point, ^ becomes infinite and all spins are highly correlated. As a 
result, no matter how many times we coarse grain the lattice, it will always 
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look the same and have the same macroscopic properties — until, of course, 
the fact that it is of finite size becomes relevant. 
1.2.1 Universality 
As we have just seen, when a system is undergoing a second order phase 
transition its large scale properties are independent of the details of its mi-
croscopic interactions. In fact, the properties of such a system — for example 
its specific heat, correlation length, etc. — have a power law dependence on 
each other close to the critical point, the exponents of these power laws be-
ing denoted critical exponents. This insensitivity to small scale interactions 
leads to the phenomenon of universality whereby many disparate systems can 
be grouped into classes through a consideration of their large scale features 
alone. The systems in a given universality class are described by the same 
set of critical exponents when in the scaling region close to criticality. 
1.2.2 The Renormalization Group 
Although the above discussion is very imprecise, it should be enough to 
get across the basic ideas behind the renormalization group. I t should be 
stressed that although the renormalization group approach only really works 
for systems with short-range interactions, when it does work the precise 
details of those interactions are unimportant, leading to the phenomenon of 
universality. I shall now treat this in a (slightly) more detailed fashion. 
Essentially we start with the original, unsealed model for which the set of 
possible spin configurations and the relative probabilities of each appearing 
is determined by its spin correlation functions. These can in turn be calcu-
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lated from ^({cr}) as we have seen above. By performing the coarse-graining 
procedure on a representative set of spin configurations, a new set of config-
urations would be obtained with its corresponding set of probabilities. We 
now assume that it is possible to construct a new function £'{{a'}) from 
which this new set of configurations / correlation functions can be calcu-
lated, and for which only short-range interactions are important. I t is always 
possible to find an E'{{a'}) which will produce the correct set of correlation 
functions, but in general it will include interactions between spins at arbi-
trary separations and it is not at all obvious that short range interactions 
will dominate. In practice one would deal directly with the effect of the cho-
sen coarse-graining procedure on £{{cr}) without considering the effect on 
a set of configurations directly. Here, the latter approach is used to convey 
the underlying physical picture without getting bogged down in technical 
manipulations of partition functions. 
For example, in the treatment of the Potts model £ contained only nearest 
neighbour interactions with coupling constants J i and J2. In the scaled 
model, keeping only nearest neighbour interactions again, there will be a 
new pair of coupling constants J[ and J2 which will depend on J i and J2. 
The J and J' couplings are related by renormalization group equations, and 
the procedure of going from the unsealed to the scaled model is denoted a 
renormalization group transformation. 
The use of the renormalization group lies in the location of fixed points 
of the renormalization group transformation, and the identification of flows 
between them. As an example, I turn once more to the 5-state Potts model 
for g < 4 . As we have already seen, ^ becomes infinite at the critical point and 
the resulting spin configurations are invariant under any number of iterations 
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of the renormalization group transformation. The critical point is thus a fixed 
point of the transformation and is characterised by the critical temperature 
Tc which in turn depends on Ji and J2 as can be seen from the definition of 
the Xi following equation (1.7). If instead we start close to Tc, either slightly 
above or slightly below, then under repeated iterations of the renormalization 
group transformation the size of the correlation length, measured in terms of 
the number of lattice sites it spans, decreases and the system moves further 
and further away from criticality into the high or low temperature region 
respectively. 
The Potts model has two other fixed points under the renormalization 
group transformation which I have yet to consider. These are the T —>• 
0 and T ^ 00 limits of the model. As T ^ 0, the interaction energy 
between pairs of spins —J/ksT —> — co and all spins will become aligned 
in the same direction. As T ^ 00, J/ksT —> 0 and the spins effectively 
become decoupled from each other at high temperatures. In this case each 
spin has an equal probability of taking any of the allowed values leading 
to completely uncorrelated spin distributions. For both of these limits the 
correlation length ^ = 0 as can easily be seen from equation (1.1), and thus 
both are invariant under the scaling procedure of the renormalisation group. 
If we start with a spin configuration close to either of these fixed points, 
then iterations of the renormalisation group transformation will drive the 
configuration closer, so unlike the previous case, these two fixed points are 
stable under the renormalisation group transformation. We can summarize 
the above discussion diagrammatically, showing the renormalisation group 
flow of the model as 
T-0 T=Tc T-co 
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1.2.3 Behaviour close to criticality 
If we denote the set of couplings of a given model by {Ja}, then under the 
coordinate scaling r -> r ' = these transform to a new set {J^} given by 
J'a = RiM) 
where the function R depends on the scale factor b, and the particular coarse-
graining procedure implemented. The critical point is characterized by the 
set of couplings {J*} which are invariant under the renormalisation group 
transformation: 
Assumimg that R is analytic at the fixed point, then in some neighbour-
hood of this point it can be approximated as 
p 
where T^p = dJ'^/dJp | j = j * . The matrix T will have eigenvectors and 
corresponding eigenvalues A* which satisfy 
a 
from which we can construct composites of the coupling constants which have 
a simple behaviour under the renormalisation group transformation close to 
the fixed point. Defining the scaling variables Ui by 
a 
then under the renormalisation group transformation 
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u. 
Defining the renormalisation group eigenvalues by A' = 6 '^ we can classify 
the scaling variables by their behaviour close to the fixed point as follows. 
• I f i/i > 0 then under repeated iterations of R, Ui w i l l move further and 
further away f rom its fixed point value as J'^ — J* becomes increasingly 
large. I n this case Ui is said to be relevant. 
• Ut/i < 0 then Ui w i l l move towards its fixed point value under repeated 
iterations of R. In this case, Ui is said to be irrelevant. 
• li Hi = 0 then Ui is said to be marginal. 
In the space of all couplings, the irrelevant scaling variables form the basis 
of a hypersurface called the critical surface. I f the set of coupling constants 
{Ja} of a particular model lie on this surface, then under renormalisation 
group transformations {Ja} w i l l flow to their critical values { J * } and the 
model's large distance behaviour w i l l be determined by that of the fixed 
point. 
I f Ja is coupled to some function of spins Sa(cr), then Uj w i l l be coupled 
to the scaling density (pi defined by 
a 
and the tota l energy S = £ {{JaSa{(y)]) may be expressed as a function of 
these densities 
E = £{{u4i}). 
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I t is possible to continue the above analysis and to extract more informa-
t ion about a given model such as its critical exponents, but such details are 
not necessary for the present discussion. 
As we have seen, at a second order phase transition a statistical mechan-
ical model becomes correlated over all length scales. I f we let the lattice 
spacing a —)• 0, the discrete lattice of spins Ci becomes a continuous distri-
bution (7(r), where r is the position vector. In taking this continuum hmit , 
the correlation length in terms of lattice units tends to inf ini ty in such a 
way that the physical correlation length ^ = a^a remains constant. The sys-
tem thus approaches the critical surface, becoming invariant under rotations 
and translations. I f we then let f —)• oo, the continuum theory acquires an 
additional invariance under dilatations. 
I f we allow a to take a continuous range of values, then in the continuum 
l imi t the par t i t ion function and spin correlation functions wi l l take the forms 
j[da 
< a ( r , M r , ) . . . a ( r „ ) > = ^ ^^.^e-^WW ( I ' l ^ ) 
The discrete sum has been replaced by an integration over what is now 
a continuous set of possible spin distributions, and I have given the general 
fo rm for the correlation of spins at n points r i . . . r „ . As we shall see in the 
next section such models are intimately related to quantum field theories. 
These w i l l be massive theories for finite { (mass being related to correlation 
length by m ~ becoming massless in the l imi t —>• oo. 
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1.3 Quantum field theory 
1.3.1 Path integrals and quantum mechanics 
The state of a quantum mechanical system at any given time is described 
by a state vector \ip > belonging to a complex linear vector space 7i. The 
t ime evolution of \ip > is determined by a Hamiltonian operator H through 
Schrodinger's equation: 
^n^=Hli;> (1.16) 
CLZ 
Generally, \ip > can be wri t ten as 
1^ > = X3c„|o„ > 
n 
where the |o„ > are orthogonal, observable states (eg. position). The proba-
bi l i ty that we observe the state |o„ > is then | c„ p, and after |o„ > has been 
observed the state of the system becomes |o„ >. 
I f the Hamiltonian H is time independent, then this has the formal solu-
t ion 
| ^ ( i ) > = e-^^(*-*°)|V(to) > (1.17) 
For a particle of mass m moving in a potential well V{x), H has the form 
where p is the momentum operator and q is the position operator. The 
probabili ty amplitude for such a particle to go f rom Xa to x;, in a time 6t is 
2^ 
<x,\e-'nH%,> = < x , | e - ^ ^ ' ^ * - i ^ « ) * * K > (1.18) 
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Here we are working in the basis formed by position eigenstates \x >, satis-
fy ing 
q\x > = x\x > 
jdx\x><x\ — i 
where / is the identity operator, i\i> > = |^ >. For infinitesimal 5t, we can 
write (1.18) as 
< X6|e-i^^*e0('^*')e-^^(^)**|a;, > = < x,\e-^^t^'\x, > e - i ^ ( - ' )5t 
t 
- j 2 6 2fi 5t e 
The first line follows f rom a general result for operators a, h w i th [a, b] ^ 0, 
which states that 6"+* = e^e-^^^^^'^^-e^. The <xb\e-nt^%^ > term is just 
the free particle propagator, which is wri t ten explicitly in the second line. In 
practice, we w i l l want to be able to calculate transition amplitudes f rom Xa 
at t ime ta to xt, at t ime tf, where ti, — ta is finite. By spli t t ing tb — ta into n 
small t ime intervals (so to — ta, tn — th,etc.) we can write < Xb,tb\\xa,ta > as 
< a;fc|e-^^(''-'-)|Xa > = l i m [ dx^-i •.. f dxi< Xb\e~i^^'^-''^-^^\xn-i > . . .< xi|e-^^('i-'")|xa > 
where the integrals ensure that all possible paths f rom Xa to Xb are taken 
into account. Using the fact that / dx\x >< x\ = I the expression for 
< xi,tb\\xa,ta > becomes 
(1.19) 
Assuming that this l im i t exists, 
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/
I Q 
dx\eh (1-20) 
where the integration is over all paths x{t) such that x{ta) = x^ and x{t^) = 
Xh. S is given by 
s = i}:(f{'iy-vix))dt 
= It^dt 
This is just the classical action for the trajectory x{t). The generalisation 
to fields (l)a{x^)m an n-dimensional space-time wi th coordinates x'^=x°,x^,... a;""^  
(x° = t as is conventional) is straightforward. The action S w i l l now be a 
function of the (j)a{x^), and the integration is now over all field configurations 
subject to the obvious boundary conditions. Of primary importance in field 
theory are the time-ordered expectation values of fields, defined by 
< 0\TM^''')M^''') • • • '/'n(^^")|0 > = / [ # ] e ^ ' ^ [ ' ^ V i ( / . 2 ...</.„ (1.21) 
The integration is over all paths wi th fields (j)a at x"" and the time ordering 
T meaning that the (pa on the lefthand side are ordered by increasing value 
of x^ f rom right to left . 
1.3.2 Connection with statistical mechanics 
Comparing equation (1.15) for the statistical mechanical correlation func-
tions in the infinite volume continuum l imi t , w i th equation (1.21) for the 
expectation values of fields in a quantum mechanical system i t can be seen 
that they are similar in many respects. These are summed up in the table 
below. 
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Quantum field theory Statistical mechanics 
system in 1 + jV dimensions 
x^'=x'^{= t),x\...,x^) 
system in 0 4- (A'' + 1) dimensions 
r = r \ . . . , r ^ , r ^ + i ( = - ? f ) 
1 
S[(j)] 
generating function Z = /[d^jes'^t'^l 
time-ordered expectation values 
ground state 
£[a] 
parti t ion function Z = J[da]e ^B^^ f^ ^^  
correlation functions 
equilibrium state 
In fact, i t is possible to construct a statistical mechanical system from 
a quantum field theory, but not all sets of statistical mechanical correlation 
functions can be analytically continued to give expectation values of a unitary 
quantum field theory. For this to be possible, the statistical mechanical model 
must satisfy various conditions, such as the Osterwalder-Schrader condition 
(for a discussion of these issues, see Parisi [7]). 
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Chapter 2 
Conformal field theory 
2.1 Conformal symmetry 
The connection between conformal field theories and statistical mechani-
cal systems at second order phase transitions was first noted by Polyakov 
in [11]. The ramifications of this l ink were studied by Belavin, Polyakov 
and Zamolodchikov [12], laying the foundation for a large body of subse-
quent work. This chapter w i l l of necessity only touch this work lightly, and 
more extensive reviews can be found in [13], [14] and [15]. We have already 
seen that such statistical mechanical systems are invariant under the scaling 
transformations of the renormalisation group. In the related field theories 
this manifests as invariance under conformal transformations, being those 
which leave the metric 77^1/(3;) unchanged up to a local scale transformation 
ie. under x —> x ' the metric transforms as 
ri,.{x)^ri'^,{x')^n{x)ri,,{x) (2.1) 
Such transformations preserve the angle 9 between vectors as can be 
checked by performing a conformal transformation on the relation cos(^) = 
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I ^ j j ^ . The inner product is defined by v.w = v'^w'^rj^^^, as usual. 
Under infinitesimal coordinate transformations x^ a;^  + e ,^ the line 
element ds^ = -q^^dx^^dx^ transforms as 
ds^ ds^ + ((9^e„ + d^ef,)dx^dx'' 
In order that equation (2.1) is satisfied under such a transformation, we 
require that 
df,e^ + d^e^ = f{x)rj^,^ (2.2) 
The precise form of f { x ) can be fixed by acting on both sides wi th 
77^ *^ , giving 2(9.e = f{x)d where d is the number of space-time dimensions 
iVtii^V'^'' = d). Condition (2.2) thus becomes 
2 
d^e^ + a^e^ = -{d.e)T]^^ (2.3) 
In two dimensions w i t h the metric 77^ 1, = S^j,^, (2.3) become the Cauchy-
Riemann equations 
diei = 8262 8162 = -8261 
I t is therefore natural to introduce complex coordinates z and z such that 
z = x^ +ix'^ z = x^ - ix"^ 
e{z) = + ie^ Z{z) = - le^ 
W i t h this choice of coordinates i t becomes clear that the group of two 
dimensional conformal transformations is isomorphic to the group of analytic 
coordinate transformations 
z ^ f { z ) , z ^ J { z ) 
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which is infinite dimensional. Under such transformations, the line element 
transforms as 
dzdz, 
d f \ jdf 
ds^ = dzdz — — 1 dzdz = 
\dz \dz 
df 
dz 
and so n = \df/dz\'^. The infinitesimal form of these transformations can be 
wri t ten as 
z z' = z + €n{z) z -^z' = z + e„( l ) (n 6 Z) 
where 
e„(^) = U z ) = -z-+\ 
The corresponding infinitesimal generators are 
/n = - z " + ' a . k = -z''^^d^ {neZ) (2.4) 
which satisfy the following sets of commutation relations: 
Imiln, = ~ 1^)lm+n j .^ mj ^n, = ('^T'~ 'T')^ m+7i i Im^lji, = 0 (2.5) 
Since the /„'s commute wi th the /^'s, the algebra (2.5) sphts up into a 
direct sum A® A of two isomorphic subalgebras generated by the holomorphic 
{In : n e Z} and the anti-holomorphic {!„ : n G Z} generators respectively. 
As a result, i t is possible to treat z and z as independent coordinates, each 
taking values over the whole complex plane. In order to get back to the 
physically relevant case, all that has to be done is impose z = z*. The 
physical theory is thus invariant under transformations generated by {ln+1n) 
and i{ln - In)-
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The generators (2.4) of the algebra (2.5) are not all well-defined globally 
on the Riemann sphere 5^ = C U oo. From (2.4) i t can be seen that the 
set of generators {/„ : n > — 1} are non-singular as 2; —>• 0. Performing the 
transformation z = 1/w, we find 
' " = 0 " 
which is singular at w = 0 {z ^ 00) for n > 1. The only infinitesimal 
generators that are globally well-defined are thus { / _ i , / o , ^ i } U {l-iJoJi}. 
These form the global conformal group in two dimensions. Act ing on 2; = re*^, 
l-i and I _ i generate translations, (/Q + lo) and — IQ) generate dilations 
and rotations respectively. The remaining two generators, li and / i , produce 
special conformal transformations. The finite transformations corresponding 
to the set of generators { / - i , / o , ^ i } form the group of projective conformal 
transformations SL{2,C)/Z2 which can be wri t ten as 
^ - * W = ^ (2.6) 
cz + d 
where a,b,c,d E C and ad—bc= 1. The global conformal algebra can be used 
to characterize physical states. For instance, i t w i l l be found useful to work 
in the basis of eigenstates of and IQ wi th eigenvalues h and h respectively. 
These (real) eigenvalues are known as the ' left ' and 'r ight ' scaling dimensions 
of the operator. As (/Q + IQ) and i(/o - IQ) generate dilations and rotations 
respectively, the scaling dimension A and the spin s of the state are defined 
as A = h + h and s = h — h. 
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2.2 Conformal theories in 2 dimensions 
On the basis of some simple assumptions Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolod-
chikov [12] found that conformal field theories in two dimensions satisfied the 
following fundamental properties: 
1. There is a (generally infinite) set of fields A = {Ai : z = 1, 2 , . . . } . I f a 
particular field Ai{z,z) is present, then so are all of its derivatives. 
2. There is a subset C {Ai} that transform covariantly under pro-
jective conformal transformations z g{z), z —> g{z) (the definition 
of g{z) being similary to that for g{z) in equation (2.6)) ie. 
. . (dgV (dg\^ , , 
\(^z) \az) 
Such fields are known as quasi-primary fields. 
3. The remaining { A j ' s can be expressed as linear combinations of the 
quasi-primary fields and their derivatives. 
4. There is a vacuum state which is invariant under projective conformal 
transformations. 
5. There is a subset { 0 ^ } C {^j} that transform covariantly under any 
conformal transformation z -> j[z)., z —> f { z ) ie. 
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U ^ , z ) ^ [ - f ] <j>,{z,z) (2.7) 
\ d z j \ d z j 
Such fields are known as primary fields of ' lef t ' and 'r ight ' scaling di-
mensions {h, h). 
2.2.1 Correlation functions 
The transformation of primary and quasi-primary fields under global confor-
mal transformations can be used to place restrictions on the form taken by 
correlation functions. Under infinitesimal transformations z ^ z + e{z), the 
holomorphic part of these fields transforms as 
(l){z) ^ [d{z + e{z))f(t>{z-^t{z)) 
= {l + 8e{z)f{(l){z)+e{z)8cj>{z) 
= {I + h8e{z) + e{z)d + 0{e{zf))(j){z) 
The infinitesimal variation of (f){z, z) is thus given by 
5,-4{z, z) = [{hde{z) + e{z)8) + (h8e{z) + €{z)d)) ^{z, z) (2.8) 
The two-point function G2{zi, Zi, Zj, z j) = < (f){zi,Zi),(l){zj,Zj) > must 
then satisfy 
Se,eG2{Zi,Zi,Zj,Zj) = < 6<f){Zi,Zi),(j){Zj,Zj) > + < (j){Zi,Zi),5(j){Zj,Zj) > 
= 0 
leading to the equation 
{Kdie{zi) e{zi)di + hjdje{zj) + t{zj)dj)G2{zi,Zi, Z j , Z j ) 
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-\-{hidie{zi) + e{zi)di + hjdje{zj) + e{zj)dj)G2{zi, Zi, z j , Zj) = 0 
where di = d/dzi,di = d/dzl, etc. Looking for the moment at the holomor-
phic part alone, the infinitesimal transformations generated by Z_i, Iq, li lead 
to the following constraints on G2{zi,Zj): 
1. e = 1: {di + dj)G2{zi, Zj) = 0 ^ (^ 2 depends only on Zij = Zi- zj. 
2. e = z: (hi + hj)G2{zij) = -z^jdG2{zij) (?2(%) = 
hi 
3. e = z^: 2{hA + h , z , ) - ^ = {K + h , ) ^ ^ ^ 
^ Cij{hi - hj){zi - Zj) = 0 =^ Cij = 0 unless hi = h 'J 
Following the same procedure for the anti-holomorphic part, the two-
point functions of primary and quasi-primary fields are thus constrained to 
have the form 
G2{z„z„z„z,) = {hi=.hj^h,hi = h, = h) (2.9) 
The three-point correlation function G3 = < (f)i{zi,Zi), ( f ) j { z j , Z j ) , (i)k{zk,Zk) > 
can be similarly constrained, and is found to have the form 
G 3 { z i , Z i , Z j , Z j , Z k , Z k ) - Cijk hi+hj-h^ hj+h^-hi w+hi-h^ _s-.+r._h _r.+^t-h( 
(2.10) 
which again depends upon a single constant, Cijk- Higher correlation func-
tions have too many degrees of freedom to be determined so simply, and 
other conditions must be imposed in order to fix their forms. 
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2.2.2 The stress-energy tensor 
Invariance of a field theory under a local coordinate transformation x'^ 
xf^ + = 0,1,... ,N) leads, via Noether's theorem, to the existence of a 
conserved current j^{e) = T^e" which satisfies d^j^ — 0. From this we can 
construct a conserved charge Q = J d^x f = f d^x T^e" : doQ = 0. The 
corresponding infinitesimal transformation of fields (p is given hy (j) ^ (p + 5(f), 
where S4> — \<p, Q\. In this section, the use of the stress-energy tensor as 
the generator of conformal coordinate transformations w i l l reveal many of 
the basic properties of conformal field theories. 
The structure of is itself constrained by invariance of the theory under 
the coordinate transformations which i t generates. The condition 5^;^ = 0 
leads to the following properties of when corresponds to a translation, 
rotation, or a dilatation respectively. 
& = 
= n^pxp 
= Xx" 
df, (Tif) a" = 0 ^ Ti; conserved 
TPQ'^p = Q ^ Tj^ symmetric (f^); antisymmetric) 
= 0 ^ Tj^ traceless 
I f a theory is invariant under translation, rotations, and dilations then for 
a general conformal transformation (and making use of equation (2.3)) 
= T^-'^V.ud.e' = Tli\dxe^ = 0 
and we automatically have invariance under general conformal transforma-
tions. For two dimensional conformal field theories, changing to coordinates 
z and z, Tj^ takes the form 
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. {Txx 2iTxy '^yy) 
JTZ ^ i'J'xx ~^ 2iTxy -^ ro) 
= ^{Txx + Tyy) = 0 
Where the final equality follows f rom the tracelessness of T^. Conservation 
of Tt^ {df'T^^ = v'^'daT^i. = 0) takes the form 
dT,, = 0 ^ T , , = T{z) 
d T j , = 0 ^ T-^ = T{z) 
Using the fact that T^^ generates conformal transformations, and the 
resulting transformation of primary fields given in equation (2.7), the short 
distance operator product expansion of T{z) w i th a primary field (j){z',z') 
must take the form 
T{z)cl>{z',z') = - ^ < / . ( z ' , l ' ) + - ^ d . 4 { z ' , z ' ) + .-- (2.11) 
[Z Z ) [Z Z ) 
whilst a similar expression holds for the operator product expansion of T{z) 
w i t h (j){z',z'). The non-singular terms in the expansion are fields which, by 
completeness, must also belong to A. The set of fields A = {Ai{z,z)} in a 
given conformal field theory is complete in the sense that as Zi -> Zj, the 
operator product expansion of any pair of fields is given by the (convergent) 
sum 
Ai{zi,Zi)Aj{zj,Zj) ~ ^ C i j f c ( 2 ; j - Zj,Zi - Zj)Ak{zk,Zk) 
k 
where the Cijk{zi — Zj,Zi — Z j ) are singular coefficients. For two dimensional 
conformal field theories i t is always possible to construct a basis of operators 
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(I)i{z, z) w i t h conformal weights {hi, hi). Setting the normalization constants 
Cij = 1 in equation (2.9), their two-point correlation functions take the form 
< (pi{zi,Zi)(j)j{zj,Zj) > = 5,j 
1 1 
Taking the l im i t as any two operators approach each other in equation (2.10) 
for the three-point function < (f)i(j)j(f>k >, the operator product expansion for 
any two operators can be expressed as 
Mz,,-z,)Uz„z,) ~ E g » . ^ ( , ^ _ (- _ ^^.)k-/^.-/^.)'^^("^'^^^ 
(2.12) 
This expansion holds only for primary fields. Any other fields, generally 
known as secondary fields, w i l l have higher order poles in their operator 
product expansions. A n example of such a field is the stress- energy tensor 
T{z) whose operator product w i th itself is given by 
where the constant c is known as the central charge, its value depending on 
the particular conformal theory under consideration. The rest of the expan-
sion is identical to that of a primary field, and marks T{z) as a conformal 
field of weight (2,0). The anti-holomorphic part of the stress-energy tensor, 
T ( ^ ) has a similar operator product expansion wi th a constant c appearing. 
The two constants c and c are independent unless additional constraints are 
imposed on the theory eg. modular invariance. 
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2.2.3 Virasoro algebra and the structure of A 
Returning to equation (2.11), we may define operators L_„ which act on (j) 
to generate the fields appearing in the expansion, 
= , ^ U4>+ , ^ L^i(j) + L^2cp+iz-z')L_3(l)+... 
[z — Z ) [z — z ) 
This can be inverted to give the descendant fields in terms of T (^ ) and 
From this we can see that the stress-energy tensor T ( ^ ) is itself a level 2 
descendant of the identity operator 
dz 1_ 
27ri{z- z')' 
The descendant field L_n(j){z',z') w i l l have scaling dimension {h + n,h). 
Comparing the above wi th equation (2.11) we see that 
LQ(t) = h(j) L^i(j) = d(j) 
The expansion of T{z) w i th (l){z',z') may be treated in the same manner, 
leading to an analogous definition of operators The L„ and L„ satisfy 
commutation relations 
Ln, Lm] = (n - m)Ln+m + J ^ ^ l " ^ ~ l ) ^ n + m , 0 (2.13) 
^ 
X „ , L „ ] = {n-m)Ln+m + Y^ri{n'^ ~l)5n+m,o (2.14) 
[Ln,Lm] = 0 (2.15) 
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I t is possible to generate a whole family of descendant fields f rom a pri-
mary field (j) through repeated short distance expansions wi th T{z) and T{z). 
Such descendants w i l l have the form 
and scaling dimensions given by 
2=1 
_ k 
i=l 
The fields in a conformal field theory may thus be grouped into families 
(pn], each containing a single primary field (j)n{z,z) and an infinite number of 
secondary fields, called its descendants. As all fields in the theory are either 
primary, or descendants of a primary field, A may be wri t ten as a direct sum 
over conformal families: 
n 
As we have seen, there are two mutually commuting copies of the Virasoro 
algebra, so each conformal family may be considered as a direct product 
where $ „ is the space of descendants of 0„ generated by the action of {L„ : 
n < 0} on (p. As the ' lef t ' and 'right ' commute, i t is possible to treat them 
more or less independently. In the following sections only the ' lef t ' algebra 
w i l l be considered, i t being understood that analogous arguments wi l l hold 
for the ' r ight ' algebra. 
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2.2.4 Integrals of motion 
Let us consider for the moment the identity operator / . I t is the unique 
primary field w i th scaling dimensions (0,0), and its conformal family may be 
wr i t ten as 
/ ] = A ® A. 
The space A is composed of all analytic fields descended f rom J, and may 
be decomposed into eigenspaces of L Q 
oo 
s=0 
where 
LQAS = sA, ; LQAS = 0, 
so all fields in A^ w i l l have scaling dimensions (s,0). In particular, T = 
L _ 2 / G A 2 . As the fields in A are analytic, they each give rise to a conserved 
quantity. There are thus an infinite number of integrals of motion which are 
generated f rom / by combinations of the Virasoro operators. 
2.2.5 Unitarity and crossing symmetry 
A l l information about a given conformal field theory is contained in its cor-
relation functions. Using the formalism developed above, i t is possible to 
obtain expressions for the correlation functions of any set of fields in terms 
of those for primary fields, which are in turn determined once we know their 
conformal weights and operator product coefficients Cijk- The values that 
these can take are further constrained by imposing conditions such as cross-
ing symmetry and unitarity. Requiring both crossing symmetry and unitarity 
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has been shown to l in i t the possible conformal field theories. Such theories 
may occur when the central charge takes values in the discrete series 
6 
c = l —- m = 3 , 4 , . . . 
m ( m + l ) 
For each such value of c, primary fields of weight h are allowed, where 
, , \{m + l ) p — mq\^ — 1 
° J ( m + 1 ) 1 < P < ™ - 1 1 < 9 < P 
For example, the Ising (2-state Potts) model corresponds to c = ^ (m = 3) 
and the allowed primary fields are of weight 0 , | and ~ . 
2.3 Perturbations of Conformal Field Theo-
ries 
Having considered conformally invariant theories in two dimensions, i t is 
natural to ask whether i t is possible to break this symmetry, and move away 
f rom the renormalization group fixed point, whilst retaining a large enough 
subset of the integrals of motion to make the resulting theory tractable. In 
16], Zamolodchikov showed that this is indeed possible, and the remainder 
of this chapter w i l l be spent in a brief summary of this work. I t should 
be noted that, on breaking conformal symmetry, the correlation length ^ 
becomes finite, so perturbation of a conformal field theory w i l l tend to result 
in a massive field theory. 
Consider a conformal field theory wi th Hamiltonian 'HCFT perturbed by 
a field ^ { z . z ) of conformal weights {h,K). The perturbed Hamiltonian is 
given by 
nx = ncFT + \ j H z , z ) d h 
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where the coupling constant A has dimensions {l — h,l — h). In order that the 
resulting perturbation be relevant, i t is necessary that h < 1. On breaking 
conformal symmetry, the space of fields may no longer be split into holomor-
phic and antiholomorphic subspaces. I f Tg is a field in A^, then i t no longer 
satisfies dzTg = 0, but rather 
d^Ts = Ai?J'Ji + X^R^^l, + . . . (2.16) 
where are some local fields in A of dimension (s — n ( l — h),l — n ( l — 
h)) (as djT has dimensions (s , l ) ) . For a unitary conformal field theory all 
dimensions are positive, so the series (2.16) must be finite. In fact, the term 
A"i?^"\ for n > 1 must vanish unless 
l - n { l - h ) = hr (2.17) 
for some scaling dimension hr in the unperturbed theory, otherwise there is 
no corresponding field in A (for n = 1, hr = h). In many cases there are no 
further terms, and 
dzTs = XR^lli 
where is a left descendant of $ wi th dimensions {s - 1 + h,h). The 
space of left descendants of $ may be decomposed in the same manner as A 
in the previous section: 
oo 
5 = 0 
where 
Lo^s = {h + s)^s ; Lo^s = h^s-
R''^\ thus belongs to and may be considered as a linear operator 
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Now, the integrals of motion generated by fields T G A are not all linearly 
independent as some fields w i l l be total derivatives. In order to treat only 
linearly independent fields i t is necessary to consider the factor space A = 
A / L _ 1 A instead of A. A may also be decomposed as 
^ = 0 ^ ; LoAs = sAs. 
s=0 
Defining $ in a similar manner, the action of dz is such that 
: As-^ ^s-i. (2.18) 
I n order that Tg remain a conserved current, Rs-i must be a ^-derivative and 
thus Rs-i G Z/_ i$ . I f dim(<l>s_i) < dim(A5), then some must remain in 
the perturbed theory. For minimal models, the dimensions of these spaces 
may be obtained f rom the corresponding character formula. This argument 
was used [16] to shown the presence of integrals of motion in many massive 
field theories. In particular, when the fields $ ( 1 , 3 ) , $ ( 1 , 2 ) or $ ( 2 , 1 ) provide 
relevant perturbations, i t was shown that there exist whole series of conserved 
charges. Of these, i t is the $ ( 1 , 2 ) and $ ( 2 , 1 ) perturbations that wi l l concern 
us throughout the rest of this thesis. 
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Chapter 3 
S-matrices for integrable 2-d 
theories 
In this chapter we turn our attention to a field theoretic treatment of the 
scaling region close to criticality. The study of this region not only provides 
a model of behaviour near criticality, but may also be used to compute uni-
versal quantities characteristic of the critical point itself [3]. This domain 
is populated by massive, 1-1-1 dimensional field theories which result f rom 
perturbation of the conformally invariant theory describing the critical point. 
The basic object to be studied is the S-matrix, which arises in the calculation 
of scattering amplitudes. Suppose we wish to calculate the probability Vji 
of going f rom an in i t ia l state \i > consisting of a collection of asymptotically 
free particles as t —oo, to a final state < / | of asymptotically free particles 
as t —>• oo. The corresponding S-matrix element is defined by 
= < f\S\i >, 
in terms of which the probability V/i is given by 
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S f i is thus the probability amplitude of such a transition. In general the S-
matr ix of a massive two-dimensional theory can be quite complicated, but for 
the case of integrable theories i t simplifies considerably (see for example [17], 
16], [18] [19], [20]). As we shall see later, the presence of conserved quantities 
means that a general, multiparticle S-matrix element can be factorized into 
a product of two-particle ones. 
Consider a relativistic field theory wi th n types of particles Aa {a = 
1 , . . . , n) of mass rUa. The two-momentum of a particle satisfies 
and w i l l be given in terms of its corresponding rapidity 9, defined by 
P = Po + Pi = "T-e^  
P = Po-Pi = rne~^ 
The asymptotic states of the theory are generated by non-commuting particle 
creation operators Aa{9): 
Such states are interpreted as in-states i f > ^2 > • • • > ^ N , and as out-
states i f ^1 < ^2 < . •. < ^Af- The S-matrix is then the unitary transformation 
relating the in and out bases. In particular, the two-particle S-matrix ele-
ments are defined by the commutation relations of the Aa(^)'s: 
AMAaM) = <sSU^ i - 02)A,Aei)K{02) (3.1) 
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Figure 3.1: Stl%{9) 
The element S^l'^^l{9) is interpreted as the 2-particle scattering amplitude for 
^01(^1)^02(^2) ^ b i ( ^ i ) A 2 ( ^ 2 ) - This is shown diagrammatically below. 
Assuming the theory is C,V and T symmetric, then 
& e ) = 4 t ( ^ ) = = <5gf (^) 
where a denotes the antiparticle of Aa [Aa = CAa). In the models to be 
studied later on all the particles are neutral, so in the following discussion i t 
w i l l be assumed that Aa = Aa- The above conditions now become 
Integrability of the theory comes f rom the presence of an infinite set of 
mutually commuting integrals of the motion Ps and (s = Si, S 2 , . . . ) which 
commute w i t h the S-matrix. The counting argument due to Zamolodchikov 
16] (described in the last chapter) often gives such a set of conserved charges. 
The asymptotic particle states diagonalize these integrals of the motion, wi th 
eigenvalues given by 
P . |0> = 0 
[P„Aa{9)] = ji^^e^'AM 
Ps\0> = 0 
Ps,AM=^l^h-^'Aa{e) 
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In particular, for s = 1 we have energy momentum conservation: 
Pi\Aa{e) > = mae^\Aa{e) > ; PMO) > = mae^\Aa{e) >. 
The presence of such integrals of motion has several important consequences: 
1. Scattering is purely elastic, ie. the number of particles and the set of 
their momenta are conserved asymptotically. This means that S^\ll (d) = 
0 unless = and rria^ = rrih^. 
2. Transition amplitudes between in and out states are unchanged by 
translation of the in i t ia l particles relative to each other. 
I t is the second condition that leads (see [21] and [22]) to the factorization 
of multiparticle S-matrix elements mentioned earlier. Indeed, the presence 
of only two independent integrals of motion is required for the S-matrix to 
be factorizable as was shown by Parke [22 . 
3.1 Conditions on S^^]ll{e) 
Due to the factorization of multiparticle S-matrix elements S^]ll{9) becomes 
the basic object describing the theory, and i t is required to satisfy some 
general conditions: 
1. Yang-Baxter Equation: This follows f rom the invariance under trans-
lation of in i t i a l states mentioned above, and can be seen as the require-
ment that the algebra (3.1) be associative. 
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(summation over repeated indices assumed.) 
2. Uni tar i ty : This can be seen as the consistency condition of the alge-
bra (3.1), applying i t twice. 
5a, 6a, 
si\i\{e)slili{-e) = 6i\5', 
3. Analytici ty/Crossing Symmetry: In the treatment given above, the 
rapidity 9 is real for physical processes. I t is postulated that S^g^^^^{9) 
can be analytically continued to a meromorphic function of 6 in the 
so-called 'physical strip': 0 < ImO < TT. Physical scattering amplitudes 
in the 'direct channel' A^^Aa.^ —> Ab^Ab2 are given by the values of S^^'^J^ 
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for Im9 = 0 and Re9 > 0. In the 'cross channel' Aa^Abi A a ^ a i 
physical amplitudes are given by the values of S^H^^ for Im9 = 0 and 
Re9 < 0. Crossing symmetry relates these two amplitudes. 
S'al'Lm=S'S^{in-9) 
4. Bootstrap Condition: As all real scattering processes in these theories 
conserve particle number and momentum, the only singularities allowed 
in S^\ll{9) are poles at Re 9 — 0. Simple poles are usually interpreted 
([16], [23]) as bound states in either the direct or cross channel. As 
we shall see in the next chapter, this is not always the case, but the 
treatment of such exceptions w i l l be left unt i l then. The bound states 
are stable particles, and must therefore be found amongst the Aa- Sup-
pose the particle Ac appears as a bound state in the direct channel of 
^allli^) at rapidity 9 = iu^^^^ (shown in figure 3.2). 
Its momentum w i l l be given by 
Pc = ( P a i + P a j ) 
ml = rnl^+ml^+2ma,ma,cosu''^^^^. (3.2) 
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Figure 3.2: A^ bound state in Sl\%{e) 
The angle u^^^^ is known as the fusing angle for the fusion process 
Aa^Aa^ Ac. Through equation (3.2) i t can be seen that the fusing 
angle u^^^^ has a simple geometrical interpretation as the outside angle 
of a 'mass triangle'of sides rria^, rria^ and rric (figure 3.3), f rom which i t 
follows that 
(3.3) 
Figure 3.3: Geometrical interpretation of fusing angles 
and also 
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m, 0.1 m, a-2 rrir 
SMKIC) ^M'^C^) s in (u^^„J ' 
A 3-particle coupling can be associated wi th the vertex: 
(3.4) 
Figure 3.4: ^ a i ^ a j vertex 
w i t h the pole term being given by 
f c fbib2 
J a\a2J c 
(0 - ^ul^J 
When a bound state exists, S^l''^l{6) must satisfy the bootstrap condi-
t ion: 
where u = i-K — u. 
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Taken together, the Yang-Baxter equation, unitari ty and crossing sym-
metry determine S^lll{9) up to the CDD ambiguity 
. siii{9)st\i\{9)m 
where the C D D factor $ (^) is any function satisfying 
<^{9) = $(i7r - 6*) ; $ ( ^ ) $ ( - ^ ) = 1. 
As we shall see, physical symmetries and the bootstrap condition may im-
pose further constraints allowing the two-particle S-matrix to be completely 
determined. 
3.2 Bulk S-matrix for g'-state Potts model 
In this section, I shall review the construction of the factorized S-matrix 
for an integrable perturbation of the ^-state Potts model. In [1], Chim and 
Zamolodchikov considered the massive field obtained by perturbing the q-
state Potts model {0 < q < w i th the relevant operator 3>(2,i). In this paper, 
they put forward a conjecture for the particle content and corresponding S-
matr ix elements. The remainder of this section w i l l be devoted to a review 
of this work in preparation for the next chapter where modifications to their 
in i t i a l conjecture are presented. 
As was mentioned in chapter 1, the isotropic g-state Potts model under-
goes a second order phase transition for q < 4. The critical point is located 
at K = Kc = y/g where 
K = - 1. 
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This model has a high temperature {K < Kc), disordered phase for which 
the equilibrium state w i l l be Sq symmetric. I t also has a low temperature 
(K > Kc), ordered phase which possesses q degenerate equilibrium states. 
I t must be remembered that q w i l l be treated formally as any real number. 
The conformal field theory associated wi th the critical point has been 
identified by Dotsenko and Fateev in [24] and [25]. Its Virasoro central 
charge is given by 
6 , ^ . (TI{P-1)\ 
c = 1 -. r where Jq — 2 sin — -. r . 
The primary field $ ( 2 , 1 ) corresponds to the energy-density of the model, 
and w i l l be labelled e(x) f rom now on. The conformal dimension of e(a;) 
is given by 
4 4 p 
The scaling domain \ {Kc—K)lKc\ <C 1 around the critical point K = KQ 
is therefore described by the perturbed conformal field theory 
•Aq^T = Ac FT + T j e{x)d?x, (3.5) 
where 
Kc-K 
and AcFT denotes the action of the critical point conformal field theory. The 
integrability of $ ( 2 , 1 ) perturbations, noted in the previous chapter, implies 
that the resulting massive quantum field theory Aq^T possesses non-trivial 
local integrals of motion. As we have seen, this means that the corresponding 
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S-matrix is factorizable. In what follows, I will consider the low temperature 
phase {K > Kc, T < 0) where there are q degenerate vacua. The particle 
content in this phase must contain kinks Kab{0) {a,b = 1,... ,q;a ^ b) which 
correspond to the domain walls separating vacua a and b (see figure 3.5). 
Obviously these kinks will have the same mass m. The energy-momentum 
of such kinks can then characterized as usual by m and rapidity 6 through 
Figure 3.5: Kink interpolating between vacua a and b 
= {mcosh{9),msinh{d)), 
and asymptotic n-kink states are associated with the products 
where (cj ^ a^+i, z = 0 . . . n — 1). The Kab satisfy the commutation relations 
Kab{0l)Kbc{e2) = E ^lii012)KadiO2)K,M, (3-6) 
where the <S*^  are the two-particle S-matrix elements. <S*^  can be represented 
pictorially as in figure 3.6. 
5*^  invariance of the S-matrix restricts the number of distinct two-particle 
elements to four, and equation (3.6) has only two possible forms 
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Figure 3.6: 
The four independent amplitudes SQ, SI, S2, and are shown in fig-
ures 3.7 and 3,8. These amplitudes must satisfy the conditions set out in 
section (3.1). Crossing symmetry leads to the relations 
Figure 3.7: Kink amplitudes iSo(^) and Si{9) 
So{0) = <So(i7r -01 
-0), 
-0), 
and the unitarity conditions now become 
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Figure 3.8: Kink amplitudes S2{0), and S'i{6) 
{q-s)S2{e)S2{-9) + S2{9)Ss{-e) + s,{e)S2{-e) = o, 
{q - i)So{9)So{-9) + So{9)S,{-d) + S,{9)So{-9) = 0. 
There are eight independent Yang-Baxter equations which I shall not give 
explicitly, but which may be represented pictorially as 
83 e, 03 e, e, 
The above set of conditions are not enough to specify the four ampli-
tudes completely, and we must turn to a consideration of the bound-state 
structure and the resulting bootstrap equations to finish the job. In [1], 
Chim and Zamolodchikov reasoned as follows. Assuming that the field the-
ory contains no particles other than the kinks Kab then all bound-state poles 
must correspond to the same set of kinks. For example, the kink Kab can 
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appear as a bound-state in the two-particle scattering process arising from 
the initial asymptotic state KacKcb with a ^ b. We therefore expect the 
corresponding S-matrix elements SQ{9) and Si{9) to exhibit a bound-state 
pole at ^ = 27ri/3 {9 can be calculated using the momentum conservation 
equation (3.2), and the fact that all kinks have the same mass) associated 
with the pole diagrams (3.10). Crossing symmetry then implies that >So(^ ) 
and S2{9) must each have a cross-channel pole located at ^ = Z7r/3 as shown 
in diagrams (3.11). Similarly, S2{9) and Sz{9) must not possess poles at 
9 = 2ixi/?> as there are no appropriate particle states corresponding to such 
poles. Here, crossing symmetry implies that Si{9) and S'i{9) cannot possess 
the related cross-channel poles at ^ = •i7r/3. Finally, the bootstrap equations 
arising from these bound-states must be satisfied. The bootstrap equations 
can be written symbolically as in figure 3.9. 
2 
g 
Figure 3.9: KK -> K bootstrap 
These constraints were used in [1] to obtain the following expressions for 
the four amplitudes 
sinh(A^) sinh[A(i7r - 9) 
sinh A - ^ ) ] sinh [A ( f - 9) 
n 
' A ^ 
I'K 
(3.7) 
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c a 
Figure 3.10: Direct channel KK -> K bound state 
c a 
Figure 3.11: Cross channel KK —> K bound state 
Si = 
s, = 
s i n ( ^ ) s i n h [ A ( i 7 r - ^ ) 
where A is related to q by 
sin [ f ) sinh [A - e) 
sin(^)sinh(Ae) 
sin ( x ) s i n h [A (9- f ) ] " V^TT 
s in (A7r)^ /A^A 
fX9 
— 
'X9\ 
— 
I 
ITT 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
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/ ^ A \ 
x/9 = 2sin - (3.11) 
and 
UM - r ( i - x ) r ( i - A + x)nlx - xnix + x)-
^ ^ ~ r ( i + x ) r ( i + A - x ) r ( | A + x ) r ( | A - x ) , i \ " ' = ^ ^ ^ " ' = ^ ^ 
r(l+2/cA-x)r(2fcA-x)r[l+(2fc-^)A-x]r[(2A:+|)A-x] 
r[H-(2A:+l)A-x]r[(2A:+l)A-x)r[l+(2A;-|)A-x]r[(2A:+|)A-x] 
3.2.1 P a r t i c l e con ten t f o r 3 < g < 4 ( 1 < A < | ) 
For g < 3, all poles of these S-matrix elements located in the physical strip 
0 < Im6 < TT correspond to kink bound-states. However, for g > 3 Chim 
and Zamolodchikov found that poles of H ^ ^ ^ j located at ^ = i2-n-K. and 
9 = i7T{l — 2K), where 
K ~ - 1 — - , 
2 V A/ ' 
enter the physical strip. This means that the theory for 5 > 3 involves 
particles other than the basic kinks Kab- The pole at ^ = i2TrK appears in 
52(9) and <S3(^ ), and the pole at ^ = iTr{l — 2K) appears in Si{9) and <S3(^ ), so 
So{9) alone exhibits no new poles. The resulting kink-kink bound-state was 
thus interpreted as a new particle B propagating through a single vacuum 
with the 9 = i2TTK and 9 = i7r{l — 2K) poles corresponding to the direct 
(diagram 3.12) and cross (diagram 3.13) channels respectively. 
The mass TUB of the new particle is found through equation (3.2) which 
gives 
rriB = 2mcos(7r«;), 
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Figure 3.12: Direct channel KK B bound state 
a a 
Figure 3.13: Cross channel KK —> B bound state 
where m is the kink mass. There are two possible scattering processes in-
volving B being BK KB and BB BB as shown below. 
The corresponding S-matrix elements can be calculated using the boot-
strap equations 
SBK{9) = {q - 2)S2{9 - IK)SI{9 + iK) + S^ie + iK,)S3{9 - iK) 
SBB{9) = SBK{9 - iK)SBK{9 + ii^) 
which can be represented diagrammatically as 
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Figure 3.14: BK -)• KB and BB BB scattering 
and 
2 
These give 
SBK{9) 
sinh e+isinTT/c sinh 6+isin(7r/t+f ) 
sinh e-i sin T T K ginh 0 - i sin(7r/t+1) (3.12) 
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^ _ s inhg+is inf sinhe+2sin(27rK) sinhg+isin(|+27rK;) ('Q 1'^ 'l 
OBB^'^) - s i n h ^ - i s i n f sinh0-isin{27rK) sinhe-isin(f+27rK) ^'^'^'^^ 
These amplitudes in turn have poles that may be interpreted as new particles. 
Chim and Zamolodchikov associated these with an 'excited kink' K' and a 
heavier excitation B' of a single vacuum with masses 
rriK' = 2mcos{'KK — | ) and rriB' = 4mcos(7r«;) cos(| — T T K ) . (3.14) 
Although the S-matrix elements (3.7)-(3.10) were conjectured to be the 
exact S-matrix of the field theory (3.5) for 0 < g < 4 (0 < A < | ) , they 
continue to be well-behaved functions for A outside this range. In [1], it was 
proposed that in the domain | < A < 3 the complete S-matrix (obtained by 
completing the bootstrap procedure) described the 'thermal' perturbation of 
the tricritical g-state Potts model fixed-point conformal field theory 
A,r' = ^'cFT + r' I e ' { x ) ( f x . (3.15) 
In this case the central charge c' and q are related by 
1 -
P'{p' + 1) 
The energy-density operator e'{x) is identified with the degenerate field $(1,2) {x) 
of conformal dimension 
_ 1 _ 3 
4(p' + l ) -
I t was conjectured that the integrable field theory defined by action (3.15) is 
described by the S-matrix elements (3.7)-(3.10) with 
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3p' + 2 
This would imply that for A = 2 and A = | (giving q = 3 and q = 2 
respectively), the S-matrix should reduce to the EQ and Ej S-matrices which 
had already appeared in [19]. No attempt was made in [1] to continue the 
bootstrap program beyond the point reached above in order to check that 
the particle spectrum was finite and self consistent (known as closure of the 
bootstrap). This work forms the substance of the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
Particle spectra and the 
generaUzed bootstrap principle 
In this chapter I will take a closer look at the pole structure and particle con-
tent of the massive, integrable field theories discussed in the previous chapter. 
Some of the material from the end of the last chapter will be duplicated, but 
it will be treated in a slightly more detailed manner. Starting with a dis-
cussion of the particle spectrum and closure of the bootstrap for 0 < A < | 
(0 < g < 4 in the ^*(2,i) perturbation of the g-state Potts model) I wih go 
on to discuss the problems arising for | < A < 3 (4 > g > 0 for the $(1,2) 
perturbation of the tricritical g-state Potts model). For this latter range it 
will also be shown that not only does the S-matrix reduce to the EQ and 
E7 S-matrices for A = 2 and A = | but that the Eg S-matrix is reproduced 
for A = I (g = 1). The labelling of the particles has been changed as the 
notation used in the last chapter becomes cumbersome for larger numbers of 
particles. In particular, the excitations over a single vacuum (which will be 
referred to as 'breathers') have been labelled as they appear in the E^ model. 
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Where changes have been made, they are related to the relevant quantities 
in the last chapter. 
4.1 0 < A < 1: Pole structure of 5o,..., Ss 
For ease of reference, the four amplitudes are given again below: 
50 = 
51 = 
s, = 
sinh(A^) sinh[A(z7r — 9) 
sinh [A {9-^)] sinh [A ( f - 9) 
s i n ( ^ ) sinh[A(i7r - ^ ) ] ^ f X9^ 
sin ( f ) sinh [A ( f ^ - 9)] [i-^, 
sin(^)s inh(A^) -n ^ 
sin ) sinh [A - f ) ] V^^y 
sin(A7r)^ / A ^ ' - 3)n ('1' 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
n(x) = 
r ( l - x)T{l - A + x ) r ( | A - a;)r(|A + x) 
r ( l + x)r{l + A - a;)r(|A + x)r( |A - x) ^^ Ji 
n n , ( x ) n , ( A - x ) , 
Yf f \ _ r(l+2fcA-x)r(2fcA-x)r[l+(2fc-i)A-x]r[(2A:+|)A-x] 
'-'•l^y^) - r[l+(2fc+l)A-x]r[{2/a+l)A-x)r[H-(2fc-|)A-x]r[(2fc+|)A-x] 
These can be conveniently split into a scalar part consisting of the infinite 
product n and a non-scalar part. The poles and zeroes of the non-scalar 
factors, given in Table (4.1), correspond to vanishing of the sinh functions 
and can easily be found. Similarly, the poles and zeroes of the scalar factor 
occur when r(n) becomes infinite (ie. n = 0, - 1 , - 2 , . . . ) and are given in 
Table (4.2). Where possible these have been collected into direct and cross 
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t = 91m Poles: t = Zeroes: i Poles: t = Zeroes: t — 
5,(9): 
( i - f ) (!) ( 1 - 9 
1 - i 
3 ^ A 
53(9): 
none 
Table 4.1: Poles and zeroes of non-scalar factors 
channel pairs (ie. t = a and t = 1 — a), although no claims have yet been 
made about which is which. The values enclosed in brackets do not enter the 
physical strip for A < 3 and so can be ignored. Combining these we see that 
all the physical strip zeroes disappear, leaving the overall pole structure as 
found in Table (4.3). 
Treating each pole as corresponding to a bound state particle in either the 
direct or cross channel, they can be classified as follows. Al l poles appearing 
in So must correspond to kink type particles, but which are direct and which 
are cross channel poles cannot be determined by looking at <So alone. On 
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Poles: t = Zeroes: t = 
i 1 _ i 
A A 
2 1 2 
A A (i + i ) a - ! ) 
(!) (1- ! ) 
Table 4.2: Poles and zeroes of scalar factor n(A^), t 
t = 9/i7r Poles: t Poles: t Poles: t = 
5o(^): 
53 (^): 
2 1 
5i(^): 
1 + i 
3 A 3 ^ A 
2 _ i 
3 A 
S2{9): 
3 ^ A 
1 - ! 
Table 4.3: Overall pole structure of amplitudes 
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examination of <So we see that one out of each pair of poles appears in <Si and 
the other in <S2. In order to be consistent, the pole appearing in <Si must be the 
direct channel pole and the in S2 the cross channel pole. Similarly, all poles 
in must correspond to excitations over a single vacuum — 'breathers'. 
This time, all poles which also appear in S2 must be direct channel poles, 
and Si must have the appropriate cross channel poles. The masses of these 
particles may be calculated using equation (3.2) as before, and the resultant 
particle spectrum is shown in Table (4.4). Here, only the direct channel poles 
are listed. For 0 < t < 1 the corresponding pole appears in the physical strip 
0 < Im9 < 7r and this leads, according to Chim and Zamolodchikov, to the 
appearance of a new particle in the particle spectrum. As we shall see shortly, 
such an interpretation is not always self-consistent and must be modified. 
The fusion angles can easily be calculated using equation (3.3), and are 
summarised in figure(4.1). 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
Figure 4.1: KiKi fusion vertices 
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Pole: t = 2 3 
2 1 
3 A 1 - i 1 - ! 
0<t<l V A A > | A > 1 A > 2 
Mass: m 2 m c o s ( f - | ^ ) 2 ^ c o s ( f - ^ ) 
= ruB^ 
2 ^ c o s ( f - f ) 
Particle: K, (= K) K2 (= K') Br (= B) B2 
Table 4.4: Bound state poles for <So,<Si,<S2 and ^3 
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4.2 Closure of bootstrap for 1 < A < | 
The region 0 < A < | corresponds to the $(2,1) perturbation of the g-state 
Potts model for (0 < g < 4). From Table (4.4) we see that the only bound-
state particles appearing in the basic kink scattering KiKi KiKi are 
Ki itself, and the first breather Bi. As mentioned in section (3.2.1), the 
scattering amplitudes Sb^KI- BiKi -)• KiBi and Sb^BI'- -Bi-Bi - ) • BiBi were 
calculated by Chim & Zamolodchikov. Using the relation 
s inh(^)+^s inh(^Q) , , , , . sinh (f + ^ ) 
— TT—T = ( a ) ( l - a) where (a) = j- f , 
sinh(^) - z s i n h ( H ^ ' ^ ' sinh (f - ^ ) 
equations (3.12) and (3.13) can be rewritten as 
I t is to be expected that all poles w i l l automatically appear in direct and cross 
channel pairs ( a ) ( l — a) in any two particle S-matrix element involving at 
least one breather. As a result, i t proves convenient to define [a] = (a ) ( l — a). 
Using this notation Sb^KI and Sb^b-^ become 
S b . k , = [ | + ^ ] [ | + ^ ] (4.5) 
Sb.b, = m m - I ] - (4-6) 
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Figure 4.2: KiBi ^ K2 vertex 
4.2.1 SB,K, 
Looking first at S b ^ K I , the ( | — ^ ) and ( | + ^ ) poles can immediately be 
recognised as the original kink Ki appearing as a bound state particle by 
referring to the corresponding vertex in figure (4.1). This also singles out 
( I + ^ ) as the direct channel pole. The other pair of poles provide us wi th 
a few more problems. The bound state particle for this pole must be an 
excited kink of some sort, and calculating the mass we find 
m = 2mcos(f - ^ ) = rriK^-
As all particles in this theory are neutral {Aa = Aa), the bound state particle 
must be K2. Unlike the K2 bound state in Sq and Si which enters the physical 
strip for A > | , the ( | — ^ ) ( | + ^ ) poles in Sb^KI are already located in the 
physical strip when Bi appears. As we shall see later on, for A = 2 Bi and K2 
correspond to particles appearing in the model. From this i t is possible to 
^ ) as the direct channel pole. Using equation (3.4) the fusion 
2 A 
identify ( 
angles for this vertex can be calculated, and these are shown in figure 4.2. 
Al though this would seem to imply that K2 enters the particle spectrum for 
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A > 1, things tu rn out to be a bit more complicated. On closer examination 
i t becomes apparent that the following scattering process is allowed and must 
therefore be accounted for: 
Figure 4.3: KiBi scattering: i = ( | + ^ ) , A < | 
The angle between the incoming particles Ki and Bi is 6 = + 
and the internal scattering angle a = i7r{j - | ) . The diagram w i l l remain 
closed for 0 < ImO < ir which translates as A < | . Using the arguments of 
Coleman and Thun i t would be expected that the above diagram should give 
rise to a double pole. In [26], such graphs are evaluated using the Cutkosky 
rules [27]: evaluate the graph as i f was a Feynman diagram, but replace point 
interactions w i t h the appropriate S matr ix element (ie. S^^ for two particle 
scattering, or a three particle coupling f^^ for a vertex), and substitute on-
shell delta-functions 9{p^)5{p'^ -m?) for the Feynman propagators of internal 
lines. In the present case there are six internal lines and two loops, giving a 
four dimensional integral over six delta-functions. There are thus two delta-
functions left over, leading to a double pole. We know that Sb^KI only has 
a simple pole at this point, so we must now turn to the factor contributed 
by the S matr ix elements in order to clarify the situation. Looking at the 
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scattering process, i t can be seen that this factor is composed of four, three-
particle couplings mult iplying a sum over two-particle amplitudes. Denoting 
this sum by A, we have 
A = {q-2)[Si{a) + {q-3)So{a)] 
(q — 2) sinh[A(i7r — a) 
sinh[A(2|i - a)' 
s i n ( A f ) sinh(Aa) 
s in (Af) ^ ^s inh[A( f - a) 
( g - 2 ) s i n [ A 7 r ( l - t ) ] n ( A ^ ) 
sin[A7r(| - t)] sin[A7r(i - t)] s in (Af ) 
( s in (A^) sin[A7r(| - t)] + sin(A7r) sin(A7rt)) 
where t = and use has been made of equation (3.11). Substituting in 
t = ^ — I we f ind that 
= - J - s i n ( A f ) sin(A7r) + sin(A7r) s i n ( A f ) ] = 0 
s i n ( A f )sin(A7r)sin(Af)^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ' 
having checked Table (4.2) to ensure that Il{Xt) does not have any poles or 
zeroes at this point. The vanishing of ^ at 0 = Z7r(| + ^ ) , a = — |) 
reduces the singularity associated wi th diagram 4.3 to a simple pole, the 
presence of which delays the appearance of K2 in the particle spectrum unti l 
A = | . Beyond this point, the scattering process shown in figure 4.3 can 
no longer take place and K2 appears as a bound state in Sb^KI aswell as <So 
and Si. This type of generalised bootstrap behaviour has previously been 
reported in connection wi th the S-matrices of non-simply-laced affine Toda 
field theories by Corrigan, Dorey and Sasaki [28 . 
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4.2.2 SB,B, 
Looking now at Sb^BI , the pair of poles ( | ) ( | ) can be identified as Bi appear-
ing as a bound state in the direct and cross channel respectively. Calculating 
the bound state masses for the other two pairs of poles, and comparing the 
positions of the poles for A = | w i th those predicted in the Es model (see 
section (4.5.3)), i t is possible to identify ( i ) as the direct channel bound-state 
of B2 and (x — I ) as the direct channel bound-state of a new particle B3 wi th 
mass 
TUB, = 2mB, cos(f + ^ ) = 4mcos ( f - ^ ) cos(^ - f ) . 
Refering to equation (3.14), B3 can be identified wi th B'. Both of these 
poles are located in the physical strip for A > 1 when Bi appears, but the 
question of whether or not these particles actually appear at this point must 
now be considered in the light that the generalized bootstrap principle may 
be operating. Indeed, at ^ = { \ ) i t is possible to construct diagram 4.4. The 
internal scattering angle a = iird - 1) lies in the physical strip for A < 2 so 
i t is to be hoped that the S matr ix elements once again conspire to reduce 
the double pole. Calculating A we find 
A = iq~l)[Ss{a) + {q-2)Si{a)] 
= - l ) s in(Af)s /n ) t ( f -0 ] ^''"'^^''^ '' ' '^^''^^ " ^ " ' '""^^^^ "'"'^^''^^ " ^^ ^^  
where once again t = For t = I — the expression enclosed in brack-
ets does the honourable thing and vanishes. The overall singularity is thus 
reduced to a simple pole and the resulting scattering process delays the ap-
pearance of the B2 bound state unt i l A = 2 where i t also appears in <S2 and 
<S3-
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Figure 4.4: BiBi scattering: t = ( i ) , A < 2 
Figure 4.5: BiBi scattering: i = (^ - | ) , A < 
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e,f,g,h e,f,g,h,i 
Figure 4.6: Factorised scattering in Figure (4.5) 
The appearance of the B^ bound state is also delayed, but in a slightly 
more complicated fashion. Af ter some t r ia l and error, i t proved possible to 
construct diagram 4.5. I t is not immediately clear what order of pole this 
diagram represents, but using translational invariance to factorise the three 
particle interaction as in figure 4.6 we see that naively this is a th i rd order 
pole. The internal scattering angle a = iTr{j — | ) is physical for A < | 
so we must now look for a double zero to make sense of the process. In 
the calculation of A care must be taken in keeping track of all possible 
combinations (although in comparison to some of the graphs found later on 
this is a fair ly simple matter), after which i t is found that 
A={q-l){q-2) ( 5 i ( « ) + (g - 3)So{a))' [Si{2a) + {q - 3)So{2a)]. 
We have already seen that Si{a) + {q - 3 ) < S O ( Q ; ) = 0 for Q ; = i7r(^ - | ) in 
the treatment of S b ^ K I , and a simple calculation shows that the rest of the 
function is finite and non-zero at this point. So, remarkably enough, the 
graph does reduce to a simple pole and B^ does not show up as a bound 
state unt i l A = | . 
In summary, the operation of the generalized bootstrap principle means 
that the only particles to appear for 0 < A < | are Ki which is present 
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for all A, and Bi which appears for A > 1. The two excited states K2 and 
B3 found by Chim and Zamolodchikov do not put in an appearance until 
A > | , at which point all their bound states appear at once. The fact 
that the generalized bootstrap delays their arrival unt i l all their bound state 
poles enter the physical strip is quite curious in itself. A new particle B2 
was also found, its appearance being postponed unt i l A > 2. Although I 
have only explicitly treated direct channel poles in the above discussion, the 
cross channel poles are impl ic i t ly covered. For <So and S3 type scattering, 
the appropriate diagrams are the cross channels of those given for the direct 
scattering process, whereas the cross channel poles of Si type scattering are 
covered by the cross channel of the corresponding <S2 direct channel graph 
and vice versa. 
4.3 I < A < 2 
For the rest of this chapter, I w i l l tend to work in terms of i = ^ for 
convenience and effectively drop a factor of iir f rom all given angles. A t A = | , 
K2 and B3 enter the particle spectrum, and their scattering amplitudes must 
now be calculated. 
4.3.1 Scattering amplitudes for K2 and ^ 3 
Starting w i t h K2, the simplest element to calculate is SB^K2- Applying the 
bootstrap procedure to the K2 bound state appearing at t = | — ^ in <So, we 
find that 
SB.KM - SB,KAG-lll{\-j^)SB,KAO + ^ < \ - h ) 
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6 2A 
1 b .1 
1 a 
Figure 4 . 7 : SKIK2 bootstrap 
i i r s i r i I i l l " ! _ 1 
L 2 J I . 6 J I - 6 A J L A e J -
( 4 . 7 ) 
Similarly, through consideration of the direct channel bound state at t 
6 2 A 
in Sb^KI (see figure 4 . 7 ) , i t can be shown that the scattering amplitudes 
K2K1 St-^ jr. take the form 
= ^ ( 1 + m i - m m i - ^aio+^7^i^,)) ( 4 . 8 ) 
where t(a) = t a n h ( | + i^). Once again there are four possible amplitudes 
corresponding to the four different vacuum structures. Using these two re-
sults and the bootstrap equation corresponding to figure 4 .8 i t follows that 
8 8 
6 2A 
1 a 
Figure 4.8: SK2K2 bootstrap 
Sb,KAG + f)SB,KAO ~ ITT tTT 
6 2 A 
(4.9) 
r 2 i 2 r i 
. 3 J L3 (4.10) 
The bootstrap procedure used above can be systematically applied to other 
bound states in order to determine the remaining scattering amplitudes 
Sb^KI, SB3K2, ^B3B3 and Sb^BI-
- r i i 2 r n r i 
L3 J I A J L A ' aJ 
l-^ 2 x 1 La ~ 2 A J La ' 2 A J L 
3_ 
2A 
1] 
s J L s 
3_ 
3 J 2 A J 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
(4.14) 
SBsKii^) 
c (Q\ _ r 2 i 3 r i i 3 r 4 i i 2 r i , nr2 2 i r 2 _ i ' 
^BzBsK'J) - [3J I A J I3 ~ Xi I3 + A J I A ~ S J L A 3J 
c „ (Q\ — f i 4_ j _ i 2 r i I j _ i r z L i f j i l f - L -
'-'BiBiK^) — [Q -r 2 A J L2 ^ 2AJL6 2AJL2A 2JL2A 
As a given amplitude may be calculated several different ways, the boot-
strap equations also provide an extensive set of consistency conditions which 
must be satisfied. Whils t most of these are fair ly straightforward to verify, 
those involving kink-kink scattering prove to be more time consuming. In 
these cases a comparison of pole structures was deemed to be sufficient. 
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Figure 4.9: K2K2 scattering: t = ( | ) second order poles 
4.3.2 Pole structure of K2,B2, amplitudes 
The amplitudes (4.7)-(4.14) may now be examined in an identical fashion to 
those in section (4.2). Once again i t is found that a number of poles inhabit 
the physical strip whereas all zeroes are located outside of this region. The 
interpretation of the resulting pole structure w i l l now be given, starting with 
Bound states in S^^j^^{9) 
Looking at Table (4.5) i t is immediately obvious that there must be non-
t r iv ia l scattering processes taking place due to the occurence of second and 
th i rd order poles. The poles at t = | can be associated wi th the scattering 
process shown in figure 4.9. Here we have a second order pole, and a factor 
of Sail ~ x) associated to the scattering amplitude S%^i(^. Refering to Ta-
ble (4.4) we see that K2 appears as a direct channel bound state in SQ and Si 
at this angle, providing a satisfactory explanation for the th i rd order poles 
in <S^ 2A'2 ^'^'^ ^K2K-2 shown in figure 4.10. 
The next set of poles prove to be slightly more complicated to explain. 
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t = e/in Poles: t = Poles: t 
'2 _ i^2 i l l 
3^ A-* 3 A 
1 - i 
'2\2 '1)3 
'1 + 1)2 
3^ ^ A^ 
(1 - i? 
2 _ i 1 -L i 
3 A 3 A 
1 - 1 
Table 4.5: Pole structure for K2K2 —>• K2K2 scattering 
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Figure 4.10: K2K2 scattering: t = ( | ) th i rd order poles 
Figure 4.11: K2K2 scattering: i = ( | - j ) 
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The distr ibution of simple poles at t = f ~ X seem to suggest that they 
correspond to a direct channel breather, the appearance of which is prevented 
by the scattering process shown in figure 4.11. The S-matrix amplitudes 
associated w i t h this graph are 
^ U . H = {q-3)So{a) + {q-A)[S2{a) + {q-i)So{a)] (4.15) 
AK.KM) = {q-2)Si{a) + iq-3)[S,{a) + {q-3)Siia)] (4.16) 
Al.K^c^) = iq-3)[S2{a) + iq-A)So{a)] (4.17) 
A . K M = {q-2)[S3{a) + {q-3)Si{a)] (4.18) 
where o; = | — | . I t is a simple matter to show that 
S2{a) + {q - 4:)So{a) = 0 
SAa) + {q-3)Si{a) = 0 
thus reproducing the simple poles found in Sj^^j^^ and Sj^^^^^. Figure 4.11 
can be drawn for | < A < 6 and thus prevents the appearance of any bound 
state for A < 3 w i t h the exception of two special points. A t A = 2, g = 3 i t 
seems that amplitude (4.15) develops a zero, and amplitude (4.17) a double 
zero. On closer inspection we see that for A = 2 the scattering angle a = | , 
at which point Ki appears as a cross channel pole in both So and «S2. This 
leads to the modified scattering process shown in figure 4.12. The appropriate 
direct channel processes are simply obtained by rotating graphs 4.11 and 4.12 
by 90° as shown in figure 4.13. There is one final detail to be taken care of 
concerning S%^j^^. Looking at the form of <S3(^ ) in equation (4.4) we see 
that a factor of {q — 3) may be extracted f rom amplitude (4.18) this means 
that the corresponding scattering process is regular at g = 3. This causes no 
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Figure 4.12: K2K2 scattering: i = ( | - i ) , A = 2 
Figure 4.13: K2K2 scattering (direct channel): t = ( | - ^ ) , A = 2 
problems as tS -^^ ^^ has the self same sin(A7r) factor which gives the [q — 3) 
term in S2,{9), so all of its poles are reduced in order by one at g = 3. 
The other point at which care must be taken is when A = | , g = 2. Here i t 
is amplitude (4.16) which develops a zero, and amplitude (4.18) a double zero. 
This time the internal scattering angle a = | which, for A = | , corresponds 
to the cross channel Bi bound state in both Si and S^ (see figure 4.14). Once 
again we find that the direct channel pole is located at t = \ + \ - This seems 
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Figure 4.14: K2K2 scattering: t = ( | - i ) , A = | 
quite curious in itself as i t is generally assumed that a bound state may only 
arise f rom a pole whose order is odd, whereas S^^^j^^ has a second order pole 
at this point. In actual fact there is no real contradiction here, as for g = 2 
there are not enough vacua for this scattering process to take place. Indeed, 
there are not enough vacua to allow for Sl^^j^^. The point to be drawn from 
this is that the bootstrap can be treated formally for general g, without 
reference to the physical pictures available at special values (ie. g integer), 
and i t w i l l remain internally consistent. A t the moment i t is this general 
perspective that is being taken, leaving the extra information available for 
those special cases to be considered in a later section. 
Turning to the next pair of poles aXt = 1 — i t is found that figure 4.15 
may be drawn ioi t = This is the same sort of process as that encountered 
in SBIBI f*^ '^  ^  X 3 (see figure 4.5). The simplest S-matrix amplitude to 
calculate is that for ^S -^^ /^ i^ f^'^ which we get 
^'K2K2 = {q-2){q-3)[Si{2a) + {q-^)S,{2a)][Si{a){q-^)S,{a)f 
+ {q-2){q-ZfSl{a)[Si{2a)-^{q-Z)S,{2a)]. (4.19) 
where a = \ — \. I t is then a simple matter to show that 
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Figure 4.15: K2K2 scattering: t = {\) 
Si{2a) ^ {q - Z)SQ{2a) = 0 
Si{a) + {q-A)SM - 0. 
The amplitude A\^K^ w i l l thus contribute a single zero for | < A < 3 wi th 
the possible exception of g = 3 and q = 2. 
The calculation of A\^X2 Pi'oves to be rather more involved, but in the 
end we find 
A\,K, = 2 ( g - 3 ) % ( a ) [ 5 i ( a ) + ( g - 4 ) < S o ( « ) ] [ ( 5 i ( 2 a ) + (g-3)<So(2a)] 
+ (g - 3)(g - 4) [Sr{a) + (g - 4)<So(«)]' {Si{2a) + (g - 2>)So{2a)] 
+ (g-3)5o(2a) [<Si (a) + (g-4)<So(a)] ' (4.20) 
This amplitude contributes a double zero, wi th g = 3 again being singled 
out for further investigation. The amplitudes A]^^ji^ and A]^^j^^ may also be 
calculated. Unsurprisingly, the calculation of A]^^^^^ is much the same as that 
for A?K2K2 leading to a single pole. On reaching A\^j(^ the combinatorics 
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become quite involved to say the least (see appendix (A) ) , but in the end i t is 
found to have a double zero for g ^ 3 and, like the rest, q = 3 requires closer 
attention. A l l in all , the pole structure found at ^ = is reproduced wi th the 
exception of q = 3, X = 2. A t this point, a = | = | — j where K2 appears as 
a direct channel bound state in both So and Si, and 2a = ^ corresponding 
to a cross channel Ki bound state in SQ. Figure 4.15 is therefore modified, 
and the relevant scattering processes are those found in figures 4.16 and 4.17. 
The direct channel B 3 bound state in figure (4.16) for Sj^^j^^ and Sf^^f^^ w i l l 
be shown to appear in SK2K1 at i = 1 — ^ . This is equal to a = ^ — ^  for 
A = 2 alone, typical of the intricate balancing act performed by the S-matrix 
in order to satisfy the bootstrap equations. The amplitudes associated wi th 
these diagrams may be calculated as before. To use Sf^^j^^ as an example, 
we get 
so figure 4.16 is reduced f rom a fifth to a th i rd order pole. I t must be 
remembered that Sj^^j^^ has an extra zero at g = 3 arising f rom the sin ( A T T ) 
factor. Once again i t should noted that, although this overall zero means that 
'^K2K2 actually appear for g = 3, its pole structure is s t i l l explicable 
at this point. 
For g = 2, A = I and 2a = ^ = I — j . Once again a modified scattering 
process occurs as seen in figure 4.18 and the amplitudes recalculated once 
more, for example 
A2K2 = (9 - 2)(g - 3 ) 2 [Si{a) + (g - A)So{a)f (g - 2 ) 2 ( g - 3)^5o(a)^ 
5 I ( Q ! ) + (g - 4)So{a) = 0, so the four th order pole is reduced to the double 
pole required. 
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Figure 4.16: K2K2 scattering: t= ( T ) , A = 2 th i rd order poles 
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Figure 4.17: K2K2 scattering: t = (1), A = 2 second order poles 
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Figure 4.18: K2K2 scattering: t = ( j ) , A = | 
I t is w i t h great relief that, on examination of the poles at t = | and 
1 — | , no higher order diagrams have to be considered. The bound state can 
simply be identified as the breather B5 w i th mass 4m cos(f - ^ ) sin(^) which 
appears for A > 2. This completes the examination of K2K2 scattering, the 
results of which are summarised in Table (4.6). 
B o u n d states i n «S^2Ari(^) 
Turning now to K2K1 K1K2 scattering, we find the pole structure given 
in Table (4.7). The direct channel pole at ^ = | + ^ can be identified as a 
Ki bound state, the fusion angle fitting wi th that found for the KiKi —> K2 
vertex earlier. The next pole, at t = | — 2 ^ , also poses few problems as i t can 
be explained using figure (4.19). This is practically identical to the scattering 
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Pole: t = 
( 1 ) ^ ( 1 + I f 
1 
A 1 - ! 
Bound state 
particle 
A > | A = 2 
A = 3 
A = 2 A > 2 
Particle: K2 K at A = 2 
5 i at A = 1 
B3 at A = 2 
Mass: m at A = 2 
TTT-Bi at A = 1 
rriBs at A = 2 4 m s i n ( f ) c o s ( f - ^ ) 
Table 4.6: Bound state poles for S°ii^i^^,S}(^i^^, S\^j^^ and Sl^^j^^ 
Figure 4.19: K2K1 scattering: ^ = ( | - ^ ) 
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t = e/iTT Poles: t = 
2 + i 
3 ^ 2A 
1 1 
3 2A 
V3 ^ 2A/ 
3^ 2A/ 
2 3 
3 2A 
1 + A 
3 ^ 2A 
3 ^ 2A - + -3 ^ 2A 
( - -
V3 2A.' 
2 3 
3 2A 
1 
2A 
3 
2A 
5 
2A 
1 1 
3 2A 
V3 ^ 2A/ 
2 1 
3 2A 
1 + A 
3 ^ 2A 
1 ^ 2A 1 ^ ^ 2A 
3 ^ 2A 
2 1 
3 2A 
1 
2A 
1 - ^ ^ 2A 
3 
2A 
1 - ^ 2A 
5 
2A 
Table 4.7: Pole structure for K2K1 K1K2 scattering 
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Figure 4.20: K2K1 scattering: t = ( | - ^ ) at A = 2 
process found for t = | - ^ in S^^j^^ but wi th a = j - j , a, difference of j . 
The only difference this makes is that at A = 2, K2 appears as a bound state 
instead of Ki, and at A = | i t is B2 as opposed to Bi. These are shown in 
figures 4.20 and 4.21. 
Just when i t looks as i f things are proceeding smoothly, we reach the 
pole at t = I — ^ . This enters the physical strip for A > | and on the 
surface looks like a new excited kink state. Once again we must determine 
whether the generalized bootstrap is in operation or not, and i t is at this 
point that serious problems arise. Treating this as a new bound state we may 
calculate the associated conserved charges which turn out to be complex. I t 
is also found that neither the particles mass nor the fusing angles of the 
associated three particle vertex are the simple functions in ^ that we have 
come to expect. We must therefore search for some other explanation of the 
pole, and the only other possibility we have come across is the generalized 
bootstrap. In order to construct a higher order scattering process to account 
for this first order pole using the particles already encountered, we may only 
use kinks as internal particle states. Otherwise, we w i l l not get the required 
summations over S matr ix elements which provide the necessary zeroes. I t 
can easily be checked that there are no such second order diagrams, either 
for t = | — ^ , o r t = 1 + ^ . Despite all efforts no higher order diagram 
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Figure 4.21: K2K1 scattering: t = ( | - ^ ) at A = f 
has yet been found to account for this pole. This problem wi l l be dealt wi th 
(although not resolved) in a later section. 
The distr ibution of the remaining poles suggests that they should be 
interpreted as breather bound states. Indeed, the (1 - ^ ) and (1 - ^ ) poles 
are found to be Bi, and Bj, direct channel bound states respectively. This 
only leaves the (1 — ^ ) pole to be interpreted. This enters the physical strip 
at A = I (g = 1) and, like the ( | - ^ ) pole, no satisfactory explanation has 
yet been found for i t . 
Having dealt w i th the slightly more tricky S-matrix elements, illustrating the 
operation of the generalized bootstrap in these cases, I shall confine myself 
to giving a brief summary for each of the remaining elements. 
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Pole: t = f2 _ n 
\3 2A J 
f 2 _ J.^ 1 - ^ 
^ 2A 
1 - ^ ^ 2A 
Bound state 
particle 
A > | A = 2 
^ - 4 
A > | A > | 
Particle: Ki ^^2 at A = 2 
^2 at A = 1 
Mass: rriKi at A = 2 
mB2 at A = 1 
rriBi TUB, 
Table 4.8: Bound state poles for S°K2KI^^K2K,, ^K2KI and S^j^^j^^ 
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Pole: r r 
[ 2 . 
[ 5 ' \~ + -1 
[ 6 ^ A J 
[ 1 i l 
[ A ej 
Bound state: i^s at A = 1 i ^ 3 at A = 1 
Table 4.9: Pole structure of SB^K2 
Starting wi th 83^X2 we find that most of its poles can be explained sat-
isfactorily. The appearance of bound states is summarized in table (4.9). 
Where poles are not interpreted as particles, appropriate diagrams may be 
found for all but one case — the poles for A > | . A t A = | these poles 
are explicable as bound states of a new kink-type particle K^i, but away from 
this point the conserved charges associated wi th such a bound state become 
complex. 
For SBZBI (table (4.10)), everything works well up unt i l A = | , after which 
the same problems occur for the poles of ^ — | • Also worth noting is the 
appearance of S5 and ^ 2 . These breathers are both delayed f rom entering 
the particle spectrum unt i l A = 2 at which point also appears in SK2K2, 
and B2 in SKIKI and SB^BI- These are the only new particles that appear 
before A = | . 
The interpretation of SB^BS is fair ly straight forward (see table (4.11) for 
bound states), and here we find more new particles. These can be identified 
as Be and Bj, both of which appear for A > | . Their masses are given by 
,'7r 7r\ / TT TT 
ms. = 4 ™ c o s ( - - - j c o s ( - - -
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Pole: (•7 1 ' [e 2A. [2 ^ 2A. 
\ 3 ^ 
[2A 2. L2A 6j [6 ^ 2 A J 
Bound state: Bi 
5 3 at A = 2 
B2 X>2 ^5 A > 2 5 4 at A = 1 
Table 4.10: Pole structure of ^Bg^i 
niB, = 8m cos 
2A j [TX 6 j [-X 
The two remaining S-matrix elements both pose problems : in SB^KI for 
J ; and for 3 ^ 2A and 
_3_ 
2A in SB3K2- Once more, no explanation can 
be found for these poles when A > | . The bound states of SB^KI and SB3K2 
are summarized in tables (4 .12) and (4.13) respectively. 
4 . 4 2 < A < f 
A t A = 2, B2 and B5 enter the particle spectrum. This introduces 11 addi-
tional S-matrix elements which must be calculated and interpreted. As much 
of the behaviour of these scattering amplitudes has been seen in those treated 
above, the following discussion w i l l be kept quite brief. New behaviour wi l l 
be pointed out, as w i l l the increasing number of unexplained poles. The 
scattering processes of the generalized bootstrap, which become ever more 
complexity and numerous, have been relegated to appendix (B). 
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Pole: [4 l l 2 [3 A . [3 ^ A . 
[213 
[3. 
[2 i ' 
[ A 3. 
[2 2] 
[ A 3J 
[ i l 3 
[ A J 
Bound 
state: 
B3 A < 2 
S i at A = 2 ^3 at A = 2 
^2 at A = 1 ^3 A > 2 B5 at A = 1 BjX>l 
Table 4.11: Pole structure of SB3B3 
Pole: [ l l 2 [3. [3 ^ A . 
[1] 
[ A J 
Bound state: K2 i^3 at A = 1 
Table 4.12: Pole structure of 5^3^-1 
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Pole: 
[ 1 + ^ ] L 2AJ L 2 A J [3 ^ 2A. L2A 3j 
Bound state: K2 at A = 2 i^3 at A = 1 
Table 4.13: Pole structure of ^Sg^j 
4.4.1 S-matrix elements of B2 
Using the bootstrap, i t is a simple matter to calculate the scattering ampli-
tudes of B2: 
<SB2BI{0) 
SBiBii^) 
SB2K2{^) 
2\\l3 2 A J 1 2 A J L 2 A 3. 
r2ir2 _ i i r i _ i i r i i r i _ i i r i _ 112 
L 3 J L 3 A J I A S J I A J I A 3 J L - ^ A J 
i i r s i r i _ i i r? _ i l2 r2 _ i i r s _ i ] 
, 2 J L 6 J L A eJLe A J L A 2 J I 6 A J 
' i i r i i r i - I - -1- i 
. 2 J L 6 J L 2 ~'~ xile ' A 
r i _ j _ i 2 r i I 
L2 2 A J 16 ~ 
x i 2 r i 
2 A J 16 ~ 2 A J L 2 A 
SB2B1 has Bi and 5$ as bound states (see table (4.14)) as would be 
expected f rom the analysis of SBIBI and SB^BI respectively. The only place 
in SB2B1 where no explanation can be found for — | ] when A > | . 
There are no such diflficulties in interpreting the pole structure of SB2B2-
The location of bound state particles is summarized in table (4.15). For 
SB2B3, the poles of [ | — | ] remain unexplained for A > | , as do the [ | ] poles 
of SB2KI- The bound states for these amplitudes are given in tables (4.16) 
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Pole: [ 1 - ^ ] 
[2 _ J_l 
i3 2 A J m [ A _ 1] L2A 3J 
Bound state: B, B2 at A = 1 54 at A = § 
Table 4.14: Pole structure of SB2B1 
Pole: [ f ] 
[2 _ 11 
13 AJ 
[ i _ 1] 
IA 3J [ f ] 
[2 _ 11 
IA 3J [1 - w 
Bound B2 B5 
B3 at A _ 9 4 
state: 
BeX>l 5 i at A = 1 -B4 at A = ^ 
Table 4.15: Pole structure of SB2B2 
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Pole: [|] [ f ] [2 _ 11 LA eJ [7 _ 112 Le AJ 
Bound state: B, 
B2 at A = 1 B5 at A = f 
B3 at A = 1 Be at A = 1 
Table 4.16: Pole structure of 1SB2B3 
Pole: [|] + + 
Bound state: i^3 at A = f /s:2 at A = f 
Table 4.17: Pole structure of SB2K1 
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Pole: [1 _ X.^ 
L2 2AJ Le ^ 2AJ Le ^ 2AJ 
\ - - - 1 L2A eJ 
Bound state: i ^ i at A = 1 
Table 4.18: Pole structure of SB^K^ 
and (4.17) respectively. Al l the poles of SB2K2 can be accounted for, and it is 
found to possess but a single bound state for A = | alone (see table (4.18)). 
4.4.2 S-matrix elements of 
The scattering amplitudes involving are as follows: 
SB^BI = [| 
<SBSB2 = [| ~ 2 A ] \^ " 2 A ] [ 3 SAJES 2 A ] [•'• ~ 2 A ] \.2X~3 
^BsBi = 1 6 
- j _ i r i + x i [ 3 _ A i 2 r A _ 5iri , x i 3 r j _ _ i f 
2 A J L 6 ^ 2 A J L 2 2 A J L 2 A 6 J L 2 ^ 2 A J L 2 A 6 J 
^BiBi = [| 
SBr,Ki = [\ - i i 2 [ 5 _ x i 2 r i 1 x i L J . _ 11 
2 A J Le 2 A J Le ~ 2 A J L 2 A eJ 
^BiKi = [|] [ 2 ] [e ~ A ] [e ~ A ] [ 2 "I" A ] [ A ~ 6 ] [ A ~ 2 ] 
1 2 A 
1 14 
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The occurrence of bound states for these amplitudes is summarised in 
tables (4.19)—(4.27) below. Aswell as having its fair share of unexplained 
poles for A > I or A > | , the [ | ]^ poles of SB^K^ cannot be accounted for 
2 < A < y . Again, a conclusive proof that non-trivial scattering processes 
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Pole: \- - - 1 
L3 A J 
+ [2 _ 21 u 3J [ 2 _ 11 L A 3J [1 - i ] ^ 
Bound ^ 3 
B5 at A _ 9 4 
state: 
54 at A = 1 57A>f 6^ at A = 1 
Table 4.19: Pole structure of SB^BI 
cannot account for these poles proves to be elusive. I t is therefore not possible 
to say for certain whether this instance is a prelude to the general breakdown 
that appears to happen for A > | or not. A further example of curious 
behaviour arises from consideration of the [ | — 1] and [ | — | ] poles in SB^BS-
They seem to imply the appearance of two new particles for A > | which 
disappear for A = f only to reappear immediately after this point. 
Pole: [ 1 _ ^ 1 2 L3 2 A J [1 - i , ? [| + ^] [ | + ^x? 
Bound state: B2 ^ 6 A > | 
Table 4.20: Pole structure of SB5B2 
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Pole: [1 - h f r 5 11 L2A 3J 
r 5 21 
L2A 3J 
Bound state: 53 at A = 1 
Table 4.21: Pole structure of SB^B2 continued 
Pole: Le 2X1 U ^ 2X1 
[3 3 12 
\-2 2X1 
[A _ 51 
l2A eJ 
Bound 
state: 
5i 
52 at A = 1 
53 at A = § 58 at A = 1 
Table 4.22: Pole structure of SB.BZ 
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Pole: [ 1 . ±]3 h ^ 2X1 f A _ 1 1 3 12A 61 hx 21 Le 2 A J 
Bound 
55 at A = 1 
state: 
54 at A = 1 57 at A = § 
Table 4.23: Pole structure of SB^BS continued 
Pole: [ 5 _ 2 1 2 h xi il? [ f - 1 ] 
[ 3 _ 21 
B , \ < \ 
Bound 
state: 55 at A = 1 
55 A > | 
Table 4.24: Pole structure of SB^B^ 
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Pole: il + i f [4 _ 213 L3 Ai (!1 [4 _ il2 L3 AJ 
Bound 
state: 
at A = f 5 i at A = 1 
B4 at A = 1 
Table 4.25: Pole structure of iSsgBg continued 
Pole: [1 _ -1-12 L2 2AJ 
[ 5 _ ±]2 
Le 2AJ Le ^  2AJ 
f A _ 11 
L2A eJ 
Bound state: i^3 at A = 1 
Table 4.26: Pole structure of SB^KI 
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Pole: [Z _ 1 ] 2 
Le A J 
[ 5 _ 1 1 3 
^6 A J [ i + i ] \- - - 1 
L A eJ 
f- - - 1 
L A 21 
Bound state: K2 i ^ 3 at A - 1 
Table 4.27: Pole structure of SB^K2 
4.5 A = 2, I and I 
In this section I will examine the special points at which q takes an integer 
value. For A = 2, | and § the S-matrix reduces to the E^,, Ey and Es S-
matrices respectively. The bootstrap for these models has been discussed 
extensively elsewhere (see [29] for a full treatment of all three cases, and 
30], [31], and [16] for EQ, EJ and Eg respectively), so most attention will be 
devoted to the manner in which these S-matrices are reproduced rather than 
trying to account for every single pole. Having said that, scattering processes 
were constructed to account for the pole structure of each of these models, but 
these have not been included. The analysis of the pole structure proves to be 
quite straight forward due to the fact that all poles that may produce particles 
(ie. odd order poles) actually do. The generalized bootstrap therefore plays 
no part in this discussion. 
4.5.1 X = 2,q = 3 
At this point, we only have Ki,K2,Bi and 53 to worry about. For the 
EQ model, there are two neutral particles, and two particle-antiparticle pairs. 
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The neutral particles may be straightforwardly associated with the breathers, 
but a slight reformulation is necessary to move between the kink and the 
particle-antiparticle pictures. For g = 3 it is possible to define a particle as a 
kink which interpolates between vacua in a 'clockwise' sense (see figure 4.22), 
ie. viewing the kink from say, left to right, a particle is a kink that separates 
vacuum 1 from 2, 2 from 3, or 3 from 1. An anti-kink thus interpolates from 
1 -> 3 ^ 2 ^ 1. 
Figure 4.22: Interpolation of (a)Kink and (b)Anti-kink between vacua 
Looked at in this way it can be seen that only 2 out of the 4 amplitudes are 
relevant for each scattering process. Taking KiKi KiKi as an example, 
there are not enough vacua to allow SQ for a start, and <S3 is identically zero 
for q = 3. This leaves us with just Si and ^2 to consider. Denoting the 
corresponding particle-antiparticle pair by Ki and Ki respectively. Si thus 
gives the amplitude for Ki Ki Ki Ki and Ki Ki -)• Ki Ki scattering, 
whereas S2 will correspond to Ki Ki Ki Ki and Ki Ki -> Ki Ki 
scattering (see figures 4.23 and 4.24). This obviously holds for the other 
kink-kink scattering processes aswell. 
Using this change of picture, the conserved charges for the model 
may be reproduced. From table (4.4), we see that <Si has bound states at 
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K , K . 
Figure 4.23: Si{6): Particle/Antiparticle scattering for A = 2 
K , K , 
K , K , 
Figure 4.24: S2{6)- Particle/Antiparticle scattering for A = 2 
t = I and I corresponding to Ki and K2 respectively. In the EQ, particle-
antiparticle picture these correspond to Ki Ki Ki, Ki Ki - )• K2 and 
their counterparts under charge conjugation. From this we see that, unlike 
the kink picture, the (j)^ property no longer holds in the E^, model. From the 
Ki and Ki bound states comes the condition 
( e T ^ - f e " " ^ ) ^ = 1 ^ s m o d 3 / 0 : s = l ,2,4,5 + 6n. 
In the kink picture, where the 4>^ property does hold, we have 
( e ' i ^ - f e " ' ^ ) = 1 ^ s mod 3 7^0, s mod 2 7^  0 : s = l ,5 4- 6n. 
Looking at table (4.6) we see that Ki appears as a bound state in S^^j^^ at 
t = l- In conjunction with the K2 bound state of <Si, this allows us to derive 
the further condition 
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( iTTS iiTs \ / ins ins \ 
62 + e 2 j 4 - ( e 3 + e 3 j = i . 
In the kink picture this just implies that s mod 2 7^  0 which we already knew, 
but for the E^ model it imposes a greater restriction on s which may now 
only take the values s = 1,4,5,7,8,11 + 12n. This is the expected set of 
conserved charges for the EQ model, and on inspection no further restrictions 
are found in either picture. 
In reproducing the pole structure of the EQ model, it is found that var-
ious poles overlap. This has already been noted in the discussion of SK2K2 
regarding the poles of [j]. These combine to give a third order pole that 
may be interpreted as either a direct or cross channel scattering process. In 
other instances it is a case of different pairs of poles overlapping, for example 
I + and [ ^ - | ] in SB^B,, or [ | + \ ] and [{ - | ] in SB,K2- When a pair 
of poles cross over care must be taken. Using analytic continuation around 
such points, i t is found that the sign of their residues will change. If a pole 
involved in such a crossover is being interpreted as a particle, then it will 
change from a direct to a cross channel bound state or vice versa depending 
on the initial sign of its residue. The only case where this threatens to happen 
at A = 2 occurs in SB^BS- Here, the poles of [ | ]^, [ | - | ] , and [ | - | ] overlap 
(see table (4.11)). Away from A = 2 the [ |]^ poles corresponds to a 53 bound 
state, whereas the other two pairs are covered by the generalized bootstrap. 
Since the third order poles at t = | and | will each cross two other poles, the 
signs of their residues will remain unaltered. This neatly avoids the contra-
dictions inherent in interpreting ( | ) as the direct channel bound state. Other 
instances where poles overlap either do not produce bound states both before 
and after the crossover, or produce them only at the point of intersection. 
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4.5.2 A = | , g = 2 
At A = I we see much of the same behaviour as at A = 2. This time 
there is only one relevant amplitude for each kink-kink scattering amplitude, 
namely those of ^ 3 type, due to the presence of only 2 distinct vacuum states. 
Once again several sets of poles overlap resulting in some intricate scattering 
processes, but the swapping over of direct and cross channel poles is avoided 
as before. 
On passing X = 2, B2 and B5 enter the particle spectrum bringing the 
number of known particles to 6. Previously, the particles appearing for an 
integer value of q have been present since the last point at which q was integer, 
if not longer, but for A = | a new kink K3 appears out of nowhere. There is 
no great problem with this — the action of the generalized bootstrap means 
that it does not enter at threshold and so has non-zero rapidity — but it is 
curious nonetheless. What is more surprising is that this is the only point 
at which K3 appears. For A < | the poles in question are covered by the 
generalized bootstrap, and for A > | none may be interpreted as particles 
without reducing to zero the number of conserved charges. At A = | we reach 
the end of the last region where a satisfactory explanation can be found for 
all amplitudes, and the bootstrap closed for a continuous range of A. 
4.5.3 X = ^,q=l 
The only other point at which the situation simplifies occurs at A = | . There 
are not enough vacua for any kink type particles here, so we are left with 
the breather-breather amplitudes alone. Aswell as the 7 breathers which are 
present for A > | , there appears a i ? 4 for A = | alone — much the same as 
i ^ 3 at A = | . 
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In calculating the various amplitudes involving B^, B^, and Bs which 
appear for A > | , it is found that some contain zeroes in the physical strip. 
Although physical strip zeroes are not as pathological as unexplained poles, 
their appearance seems to be another sign heralding the breakdown of the 
bootstrap. For A = | these zeroes coincide with other higher order poles, 
reducing them by an appropriate order for the Es model. When examining 
the pole structure of B 5 in an earlier section, it was mentioned that the 
poles at [f — 1] and [f — | ] could be interpreted as particles without destroying 
the set of conserved charges. The problem with such an interpretation was 
that they not only produced amplitudes with physical strip zeroes, but that 
they disappeared at A = | . In light of the recent discussion concerning 
overlapping poles it becomes evident that not only would these paarticles 
disappear at this point, but their direct and cross channel poles would swap 
aswell. 
As A increases past | the number of unexplicable poles increases and no 
attempt at closing the bootstrap has yet been successful. 
4.6 Summary 
In conclusion, we may give the particle spectrum for A < | with some cer-
tainty. For 9 < 3 (A < 1) there is only the kink state Ki, but as A becomes 
greater than 1, 5 i also appears. No further particles enter the spectrum 
until A = I, at which point both K2 and 53 appear. These form the full 
complement of particles for A < 2, beyond which 52 and B^ appear. Beyond 
A = | , 56 , 57 , and 58 are the only new particles we can be sure of. It has 
also been possible to give a complete account for the S-matrix amplitudes up 
until A = I (bar one pole for 2 < A < y ) , after which point we can reproduce 
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the £^ 8 S-matrix for A 5 
The question arises as to whether the poles causing the trouble are actu-
ally present, or if there is some ambiguity in the amplitudes that allows for a 
more minimal solution to the bootstrap equations. This does not appear to 
be likely, given the accurate reproduction of known amplitudes for the EQ, 
Ey, Es, 3-state Potts and Ising models. At these points, all amphtudes can 
be given in terms of ratios of sinh functions, thus all poles and zeroes both in 
and out of the physical strip must fit together precisely, and any extraneous 
factors must cancel each other out. In SKIK2 for example, it can be checked 
that the poles of [ | — ^ ] and [1 — ^ ] overlap with zeroes of n ( ^ ) at these 
points. In searching for an explanation via the generalized bootstrap, it was 
found that there were no appropriate diagrams of either second or third order 
before cancellations. This rules out any more complex scattering processes 
involving these as subdiagrams. This leaves diagrams without the obvious 
symmetry of those found for most other cases, and consequently much harder 
to either find or rule out. 
Looking at the manner in which particles enter the spectrum suggests 
another possibility. Al l the particles which appear before A = | do so as a 
bound state at threshold in at least one scattering amplitude. This means 
that when they appear, their mass is the sum of two existing particle's masses. 
This does not happen for particles appearing after A = | , suggesting that 
there may possibly be one or more additional particles present that are not 
generated by application of the bootstrap to KiKi —)• KiKi scattering am-
plitudes. This is also quite difficult to rule out, involving as it does the 
application of the bootstrap in reverse. 
Overall, it seems quite possible that genuinely new behaviour is behind 
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the difficulties experienced in closing the bootstrap. A complete account of 
<E>(i,2) and $(2,1) perturbed conformal field theories has yet to be given, and 
they are still capable of producing the unexpected [32], [33]. This makes 
investigation of the problems brought to light in this thesis all the more 
relevant. 
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Chapter 5 
Statistical Mechanics &; Field 
Theory with Boundaries 
Up to now we have considered theories living in an infinite, two- dimensional 
space. When looking at bounded domains, we must also consider the possible 
boundary conditions that may be imposed. In this chapter I shall review the 
behaviour which arises from imposition of boundary conditions on bulk the-
ories. Starting with statistical mechanical models, the discussion will quickly 
move on to boundary conformal field theory and then boundary S-matrices. 
This prepares the way for a treatment of various boundary conditions on the 
g-state Potts model. 
5.1 Boundary conditions and duality relations 
in statistical mechanics 
In this section, the partition functions of a given model with different bound-
ary conditions will be considered. 
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5.1.1 Fixed & free boundary conditions in the 2-d Ising 
model 
The simplest system to consider is the Ising model, which is equivalent to 
the 2-state Potts model. Using a square lattice of spins as in Chapter 1, 
the interaction energy between adjacent spins in the bulk is defined to be 
— JaiGj where a can take either of the values ± 1 . Boundary conditions enter 
through restrictions placed on the allowed values of spins at the boundary, 
and also (in some cases) as an explicit boundary term in the action. This 
latter possibility will not be needed in the present discussion. The partition 
function for an m x n lattice is therefore given by 
^^.„ = Ee^^ ' ' '^ ' ' ' ' ^- ' (5-1) 
(J 
where the sum is over allowed spin configurations. Making use of the identity 
5{ai,aj) = 1(1 - I - (JjCJj) we see that this indeed gives the partition function 
for the 2-state Potts model with coupUng J = J/2, up to an overall factor. 
Let us consider an m x n lattice of spins a{x, y) {x = 1,2,... ,m;y = 
1,2, . . . , n ) which is periodic in the x direction ie. cr{l,y) = a{m + l,y), 
effectively making the lattice into a cylinder. The spins may alternatively 
be labelled as cTj i = 1, 2 , . . . , mn when it is more convenient to do so. The 
spins on the two remaining boundaries will either be fixed to one value (-f-1 
or —1) or left free to take on either value. These possibilities will be denoted 
as -I-,— and / respectively. 
'High temperature' expansion & fixed boundary conditions 
Imposing fixed boundary conditions on both sides {a{x, 1) = aa and a{x, n) = 
ab), we may write the partition function as 
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where K = The sum is over nearest neighbour spin pairs, excluding 
those pairs with both spins on the boundary. These are accounted for by the 
factor of e^"'^ . We may rewrite this as 
< n = e2™^X:n(cosh(i^)+sinh(ir)a,a,) 
= e 2 - ^ c o s h ( / ^ ) ( 2 " - 3 ) - ^ JJ(l-f i.a,a,) i / = tanh(i^). 
Expanding the product, we obtain a sum of 2(2""^)™ terms, each term con-
taining either a 1 or a uaiaj from each nearest neighbour pair As in 
chapter 1 we may associate a unique graph with each term by placing a bond 
on the edge {i, j) between the i^'^ and j * ' ^ spins if a factor of uaiaj is present, 
but leaving empty if the factor 1 appears instead. The sum over a for a 
given term will be non-zero only i f each spin CTJ that is not on the boundary 
appears an even number of times. We are thus left with a sum over all graphs 
on the lattice where lines of bonds must either form closed loops, or end on 
the boundaries. Denoting the number of bonds by / and the number of lines 
from one boundary to the other by p, each allowed graph will have a factor 
of v\aaObY associated with it , and a weight of 2 ( " ~ ^ ) ' " from the sum over 
spins. As a result, the partition function now takes the form 
Z^^^ = e^-^ COSh(X ) (2"-3 )m2(n -2 )m ^ yl^^^a^f. ( 5 .2 ) 
g 
This form of the partition function is often referred to as a 'high tem-
perature' representation of since for large T, v becomes small and the 
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leading term comes f rom the / = 0 graph. This can be slightly misleading, 
as equation (5.2) is exact for all temperatures — for a finite sized lattice this 
sum is obviously finite, whereas in the infinite volume l imi t the sum wi l l only 
converge for T > Tf.. There are two different cases covered by this partit ion 
function: we may fix both sides to the same value ( + + or — ) , both of which 
give the same part i t ion function; or fix each side to a different value ( H — ) . 
The only difference between Z!^^:^^ and is the sign of configurations 
w i t h an odd number of lines joining opposite boundaries: 
= e2™^cosh(ir)(2"-3)™2("-2) '"5]j .^ (5.3) 
Q 
2^,n~ = e 2 ' " ^ c o s h ( / r ) ( 2 " - 3 ) - 2 ( " - 2 ) ™ ^ i y ' ( - l ) f . (5.4) 
g 
'Low temperature' expansion 8z free boundary conditions 
For a given spin configuration on an m x rz lattice £, there w i l l be / unlike, 
and (2n — l)m — I like spin pairs. Equation (5.1) can thus be wri t ten as 
Not ing that the contribution of a given configuration depends solely on the 
number of unlike pairs, we may once again reformulate 2^m,n in a more con-
venient form. A dual lattice Ld can be constructed wi th its sites at the 
center of the faces of £ , and edges joining neighbouring sites. As we can see 
f rom figure 5.1, £ p is another square lattice, and the spins of £ are located 
on its faces. Using this perspective, we can represent the configurations of 
Zm^n graphically by placing a line on each edge of Lxi that lies between two 
unlike spins. Away f rom the boundary, these lines w i l l form closed loops 
as there must be an even number of changes of spin around — and hence 
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an even number of lines connected to — each site. Allowing free boundary 
conditions on both boundaries means that lines are allowed to start and end 
on them. The only restriction placed on such lines is that the number going 
f rom one boundary to the other must be even in order to preserve periodicity 
in the x direction. The part i t ion function thus becomes a sum over graphs 
on Cv composed of closed loops and lines between boundaries. Each such 
graph corresponds to 2 spin configurations which can be obtained one f rom 
the other by swapping the sign of all spins. Denoting the number of lines 
jo in ing opposite boundaries as p, Z^^n can be wri t ten 
G 
2KI p = 0 (mod 2). (5.5) 
p.— --!>-- ----<?•— ---<f--—<>--- ---<?-- —<?"-- ----9 
— - p . . - -"-<?•— —<f— -•if- -- -9- -- -4- - -HP 
i - - i - -4- --f- --f-• -4- -•if- -4 
i,- • -• —-p—- • - - A •• —-<>•— -if- -4 
f - - - f - -•if- • A - - - — p — - -<>-
— ( > - - - — ( > - - - —-i... - - - -6 - - - — --6 
Figure 5.1: Construction of dual lattice Co (dashed lines, empty circles) for 
lattice C (solid lines, f u l l circles) 
5.1.2 Fixed & free boundary conditions in 3-state Potts 
model 
The approach used in the previous section may be generalized to cover this 
more complicated case. As we know f rom chapter 1, the part i t ion function 
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is defined as 
Setting the allowed values of to be 1, e~ and e 5 ,^ we may use the 
identity 5{aiaj) = | ( 1 + UiOj + aiaj) to rewrite 
Zm,n as 
where a = a*, u = \{e^ — 1) and g = 1 + v. On expanding the product, 
we may associate each term wi th a unique graph on the lattice. I f the factor 
g appears for a given edge (?, j ) , i t is left empty, but i f either of the other 
two factors appears a line is drawn along the edge. These two factors may 
be distinguished by placing an arrow on the line pointing f rom the o to the 
a. When taking the sum over spin values, only terms wi th powers of \oi 
for each ai w i l l give a non-zero contribution. The part i t ion function may 
consequently be expressed as a sum over all sets of closed, directed loops 
on C. Making the lattice periodic in the x direction, and imposing fixed 
boundary conditions at either end of the resulting cylinder means that lines 
ending on boundaries must also be taken into account. After taking all these 
factors into consideration, we end up wi th the expression 
o d.g. 
d.g. 
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The remaining sum is over all allowed directed graphs, and the contribution 
for a given directed graph is completely determined by its total number of 
links /, the number of lines f rom the y = 1 to the y = n boundary (pi) , and 
the number of lines f rom y = n to y = 1 (^2)- The boundary conditions are 
given by a{x, 1) = and a{x, n) — Oy. 
There are three distinct combinations of boundary conditions that are 
covered by this. Denoting cr = 1, e~3~, e 3~ as a, h and c respecively, we 
have 
d.g. 
Z^^ = 3 { " - 2 ) ™ g 2 m / r ^ ( 2 n - 3 ) m ^ g 2 l i p 
d.g. 
Z^'^^ = 3(n-2)m^2mKg(2n-3)mJ2(^!^)'e-'^'' whcrC P = ^2 - Pi• 
d.g. 
A l l other fixed boundary conditions are related to these by the Z3 symmetry 
of the model. 
The directed graphs contributing to these part i t ion functions may be 
viewed in an alternative manner. The lines of a given graph on an m x n 
lattice may be seen as separating regions of differing spin for an m x (n — 1) 
lattice, and being located on the edges of the dual lattice. This is much 
the same as the Ising model duality, but we now have three spin states to 
allocate consistently to different regions of the lattice. Imagining that we 
are standing on a line, facing the direction in which its arrow is pointing, we 
may enforce the rule that the spin on the right hand side of the line is e~ 
times that on the left . This means that on crossing f rom left to right a —>• 6, 
6 —>• c, and c a. A l l that is needed is to specify the value of the spins 
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in one region, and the rest wi l l follow. I f we wish to make the m x (n - 1) 
lattice periodic, then only graphs wi th p = 0 (mod 3) are allowable. The 
set of graphs remaining for a periodic lattice w i l l be that which generates the 
par t i t ion function for free boundary conditions: 
^ ; ? n - i = 3 e ( ^ " - ^ ) - ^ E e - ' ^ ^^  = 0 ( m o d s ) . 
d.g. 
5.2 Boundary conformal field theory 
I n a series of papers ([34], [35], [36] and [37]), Cardy explored the conse-
quences of l imi t ing a conformal field theory to the half plane. The results, 
although of great importance, are not directly relevant to the work presented 
in this chapter and must be passed over briefly. In this series of papers i t 
was shown that in order to preserve the boundary under conformal transfor-
mations, the condition 
Txy — T{z) - T{z) 0 
must be satisfied at the boundary. I f we are dealing for example wi th a 
conformal field theory defined on the upper half plane Im{z) > 0, then T{z) 
may be taken as the analytic continuation of T{z) in the lower half plane. 
The theory can thus be seen to possess a structure similar to that of the bulk 
theory developed in Chapter 2 — the difference being that there is now only 
one copy of the Virasoro algebra. 
Boundary conditions are changed by insertion of boundary operators at 
the boundary, and in [37] the operator content of a theory on an annulus was 
related to its boundary conditions through the fusion rules of the algebra. 
This deserves a short explanation. The upper half plane may be mapped into 
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an infini tely long strip, and boundary conditions a and /3 imposed on either 
side. On mapping back to the upper half plane, there is now a discontinuity at 
z = 0 — w i t h boundary conditions (aa), the lowest energy boundary state is 
invariant under translations (ie. action of Z / - i ) , but for boundary conditions 
(aP) this is not the case. Juxtaposition of different conformally invariant 
boundary conditions {af3) is thus seen to be equivalent to the insertion of a 
(primary) boundary operator ^0/3(0). 
On making the strip periodic, the type of boundary states allowed by 
modular invariance were then related to representations of the Virasoro al-
gebra of highest weight h. For boundary conditions of type j and k, the 
par t i t ion function was shown to take the form 
ZJk = ENikX^{q) (5.6) 
i 
where Xi{Q) is the character of the representation wi th highest weight i, and 
Nj,^ are the fusion coefficients — the number of distinct ways that represen-
ta t ion i appears in the fusion of two fields belonging to representations j and 
k respectively. 
Taking for example the three state Potts model, Cardy [37] constructed 
boundary states |0 >, | | > and I f " > related by rotations. Identifying |0 > 
w i t h |a > — all sites on the boundary being in state a — the other two states 
may be identified w i t h \b > and |c > respectively. From equation (5.6) we see 
that 
Zaa = XO ; Zab = Xl Zac = Xr • 
3 3 
Using the fusion rules 
[ f ] X [ | ] = [0] and [ f ] X [ f ] = [ | ] 
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i t can be seen that Zaa = = Z^c and Zgh = Z^c = Z^a as expected by the 
Z3 symmetry of the model. The part i t ion function Z j j takes the form ([36], 
37] and [38]) 
3 3 
5.3 Boundary S-matrices 
In this section, we w i l l be concerned wi th adapting the S-matrix approach 
of chapter 3 to the semi-infinite plane. This was first treated in papers by 
Goshal and Zamolodchikov [39], and Fring and Koberle [40]. Starting wi th a 
conformal field theory on the half-plane wi th a particular conformal boundary 
condition (CBC), we may now add a perturbation at the boundary aswell 
as in the bulk. I f $b(?/) is the (relevant) perturbing operator acting on the 
boundary at a; = 0, this may be wri t ten as 
/
oo rO roo 
dy / dx^x,y) + / dy^eiy) 
-00 . /-oo 
In general, such boundary conditions w i l l not allow the integrals of motion 
required for integrability. I t wi l l be assumed that the boundary conditions 
under consideration are those 'integrable' boundary conditions [39] for which 
non-tr ivial integrals of motion may be found. Even wi th this assumption, 
the boundary interactions may st i l l not give rise to a well defined quantum 
field theory [41 . 
In-states w i l l consist of n particles moving towards the boundary at a; = 0, 
and are once again generated by particle creation operators Aa{6) satisfying 
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the same commutation relations as before. Asymptotic in-states can thus be 
wri t ten as 
w i t h ^1 > ^2 > • • • > > 0. The ground state |0 >g may be thought of as 
a stationary, impenetrable particle si t t ing at x = 0 wi th creation operator B 
such that 
|0 > 5 = 5 | 0 > . 
We may therefore consider asymptotic in-states to be created by products of 
operators 
AaAOi)AaM)---AaMB (5-7) 
acting on the vacuum state | 0 > . Asymptotic out-states can be similarly 
defined as consisting of some number of particles moving away f rom the 
boundary wi th rapidities 9[,9'2,.. .9'^ < 0. The presence of integrals of the 
motion again implies that scattering is elastic, and particle trajectories may 
be shifted relative to one another so that collisions take place at well sepa-
rated locations. Out-states are thus constrained to take the form: 
A,,{-9,)A,,{-92)...At^{-9n)B. 
The n-particle S-matrix elements -Ralt2.'.a"„ relate the in and out states by 
Aa, {9i)Aa, (02) ...Aa^ {9n)B = (^b ^ 2, • • • , 9n)Ah, ( - ^ l ) Afc, ( -^2 ) • • • ^ „ {-en)B. 
Factorisability of the S-matrix ensures that these may all be expressed in 
terms of the bulk scattering amplitudes 3^111(9), and the one particle bound-
ary scattering amplitudes R''a{9) (figure 5.2) given by 
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Figure 5.2: Boundary scattering amptilude R\{9) 
AMB = K m r n S . (5.8) 
The amplitudes Rl_{0) must satisfy a set of conditions analogous to those 
required oi Sl\i\{e): 
1. Boundary Yang-Baxter equation: This arises in the same manner as the 
bulk Yang-Baxter relation, and takes the form 
Ki msiiii [6,+92)Rii (^1 - ^2) = si\z {9, - e2)Rii ( ^ i X t ( ^ i + ^ 2 ) ^ (^2) 
and may be represented pictorially as in figure 5.3. 
2. Uni tar i ty : By applying (5.8) twice, the condition 
Rimci-d) = si 
is obtained. This is shown in figure 5.4. 
3. Crossing Symmetry: I t was shown in [39] that the amplitude K''''{B) 
defined by 
K^\9) = R^if ~ 9) 
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Figure 5.3: Boundary Yang-Baxter 
must satisfy the boundary 'cross-unitarity' condition (see figure 5.5) 
K''''{9)=S^^{29)K"'{-9). 
Any ambiguity (^B{9) left in R\_{9) such that 
R \ { 9 ) ^ R ' M ^ B { 9 ) 
also yields a valid solution, must satisfy the conditions 
and 
^B{9) = ^B{iTT-9) 
^B{9)^B{-9) = 1. 
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5 a 
Figure 5.4: Boundary unitari ty 
4. Boundary Bootstrap: Addit ional constraints must be satisfied i f the bulk 
S-matrix possesses any bound state poles. I f particle Ac appears as a bound 
state in AaAb scattering at 6' = iu^^, then ^^(6*) must satisfy 
lai fatRm = Rl' {0 - ^ntd)S:t (2^ + ^<d ' <,)R% {9 + z < , ) 
shown in figure 5.6. I f Aa and A^, have the same mass, then i t is to be 
expected that i?*(6') w i l l possess a pole at 6^  = f - ^ (see figure 5.7), and 
K''\9) takes the fo rm 
K''\9) 
I f f g ^ 
29 
where g"" is the coupling amplitude of Ac to the boundary. I f p** 7^  0 then 
K°'''{9) w i l l have a pole at 0 = 0 as shown in figure 5.8, and may be writ ten 
as 
K''''{9) ~ -
2 9 • 
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a 
Figure 5.5: Boundary 'cross-unitarity' 
5.4 Boundary S-matrix for g'-state Potts model 
In order to illustrate how the technology developed in the previous section 
may be applied in practice, we turn our attention back to the Potts model. 
I n [2], Chim calculated the boundary S-matrix elements associated wi th fixed 
and free boundary conditions for the g-state Potts model wi th 0 < g < 3. 
What now follows w i l l be a summary of this work, followed by a discussion 
of one further possible boundary condition. 
I t w i l l be recalled that the bulk g-state Potts model has q distinct vacua 
so, before any restrictions are imposed at the boundary, there are q diff'erent 
possible boundary states Ba, {a = 1,2,... ,q). It should be remembered that 
q is not necessarily an integer. The n-particle asymptotic in-state (5.7) thus 
becomes an ?7,-kink in-state of the form 
Aaia2{9l)Aa2a3{92) • • • Aa^a{9n)Ba 
where at 7^  a^+i, o„ 7^  a and ^1 > ^2 > • • • > > 0. One-particle reflection 
amplitudes Rlai9), shown in figure 5.9, are defined by 
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Figure 5.6: Boundary bootstrap 
\ 
Figure 5.7: Boundary coupling of bulk bound state 
Figure 5.8: Two particle coupling to boundary 
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Figure 5.9: K ink reflection amplitude Rlai^) 
Aba{e)Ba = J2Rl{9)AU-0)Bc. 
c 
The various constraints mentioned in the last section must now be rewritten 
in terms of this kink picture. 
1. The boundary Yang-Baxter equation becomes 
E E RL{0I)SI%9, + 9,)Rlj{9,)Slt{9, - 9,) 
9 f 
= E E ^c':(02 - e,)Ri:a{92)sff{9, + 92)Rlj,(9,) 
9' f 
and may be represented pictorially as in figure 5.10. The bulk amplitudes 
S^f{9), treated in chapter 3, are shown in figures 5.11 and 5.12. 
2. Uni tar i ty of the boundary S-matrix (figure 5.13) takes the form 
ERtamti-d) = st 
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f ; g ' 
Figure 5.10: Kink boundary Yang-Baxter equations 
3. The cross-channel amplitude is now defined as 
in terms of which the 'cross-unitarity' condition (figure 5.14) now looks like 
j^abc^g^ = ^ 3^,^(29)K'"^'i-9). 
4. As discussed in previous chapters, for g < 3 there is only the Ki type 
of kink state to worry about, and only one bound state KiKi —>• Ki which 
appears at ^ = The boundary bootstrap equation (figure 5.15) for this 
pole is given by 
R M = E E RiiO - f)STf{29)Ri^{9 + f ) . (5.9) 
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Figure 5.11: Kink amplitudes SQ{9) and <Si(^) 
a a 
Figure 5.12: Kink amplitudes S2{9), and S3{9) 
I f a boundary condition respects the Sq symmetry of the bulk model, then 
Rabi^) ' ^ i i i be expected to possess a pole at 0 = ^ (figure 5.16) wi th residue 
^ fgl 
2 9 - f 
I f the boundary couplings g^ and are non-zero, then R^^i^) must have an 
additional pole a± 9 = ^-f (figure 5.17). This wi l l have residue 
29 
5.4.1 Fixed boundary condition 
This is the simplest boundary condition to consider, as the Sq symmetry 
of the bulk is broken completely at the boundary where there is only one 
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= 5 ' 
Figure 5.13: Kink unitari ty condition 
Figure 5.14: Kink 'cross-unitarity' condition 
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Q+in 
3 
e , f 
Figure 5.15: K ink boundary bootstrap condition 
Figure 5.16: Boundary coupling of bulk bound state at ^ = ^ 
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a 
Figure 5.17: Boundary coupling of bulk bound state at ^ = ^ 
allowed spin value and thus only one boundary scattering amplitude 
Rl{e) = R}{e). 
The boundary Yang-Baxter equation is automatically satisfied, so we must 
look to unitarity, cross-unitarity and the boundary bootstrap conditions in 
order to determine the structure of Rf{0). These take the respective forms 
1 = Rfmsi-^) (5-10) 
Kf{e) = [{q-2)S2{2e)+Ssi29)]Kfi~e) (5.11) 
Rfi9) = [S,i2e) + iq-3)So{29)]Rf{e-f)Rf{9+f) (5.12) 
where the cross amplitude is defined by 
Kf{9) = R f { f - 9 ) . 
There is no reason to expect Rf{9) to possess any poles in the physical strip 
0 < ^ < ^ , so for the sake of simplicity none wi l l be assumed. Looking at 
conditions (5.11)-(5.12) we see that Rf{9) may be factorized as 
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i?;(^) = Fo(^ )F i (M) . 
Equation (5.12) then forces Fo{9) to satisfy 
Fo{e) = - tan(f + f ) cot(fL + f ) cot(ff + f)Fo{9 - f)Fo{e + f ) . 
This has the solution 
Fo(^) = - t a n ( f + f ) . 
The factor of Fi{X) must solve 
and 
F,{X)F,{-X) = 1. 
The minimal solution to these conditions is given by 
where 
^ / ^ s _ r [ (4fc- l )A+2X]r[ (4fc-3)A+2X+l]r[ (4A:- | )A+2X]r[ (4fc- | )A-2X] 
~ r[4A;A+2X]r[(4A;-4)A+2X+l]r[(4*;- | )A+2A'+l]r[(4*:- | )A-2X+l]' 
For integer values of q, the boundary amplitude takes on more simple 
froms. For A = | (g = 2) Chim shows that 
in agreement w i t h [39], and for A = 1 (q = 3) i t becomes 
sin(f + f ) 
s i n ( l - f ) ' 
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5.4.2 Free boundary condition 
When we allow boundary spins to freely take any of the q values, the 5, 
symmetry remains unbroken. The only independent amplitudes are therefore 
R\{9) and R2{9) result as shown in figures 5.18 and 5.19 respectively. The 
boundary Yang-Baxter equations are no longer t r iv ia l , and provide the three 
conditions shown in figures 5.20-5.22: 
Figure 5.18: = R^{9) 
Figure 5.19: Rl,{9) = R2{9) 
R1SSR2S1 + R2S1R1S1 + {q- 3)R2SiR2Si + {q- 3)RiS2R2So 
+{q - 3)R2SoRiSo + {q-3){q- A)R2SoR2So 
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= (g - 2)R2S2RiS2 + {q- 3)RiSoR2S2 + {q- 3YR2S0R2S2 + i^ i^ i i^s^s 
+R2SsRiS3 + {q- 3)i?25ii?253; 
2. 
R1S1R2S2 + (9 ~ 3)R2SiR2S2 + R2S2R1S3 + (? — 3)i?2'5'o-R2'S'3 
+ (?-3)i?252i?l52+i?253i?l52 + (g-3)i?i5oi?252 + (?-3)(9-4)i?25oi?252 
= R1S2R2S1 + {q- 3)RiS2R2So + {q- 3)R2SoR2Si + {q- 3YR2S0R2S0; 
3. 
R1S3R2S0 + R1S2R2S1 + {q — 4)i?iS'2i?2'S'o + R2S1R1S0 + R2S0R1S1 
+ {q-4)R2SoRiSo+iq-3)R2SiR2So+{q-4)R2SoR2Si+{q-i)^R2SoR2So 
= R1S1R2S2 + R1S0R2S3 + (q — 4:)RiSoR2S2 + R2S3R1S2 + R2S2R1S3 
+{q - 3)R2S2RiS2 + {q- 3)R2SiR2S2 + (g - 4)i?25oi?253 
+ [ ( g - 3 ) + (g-4)2]i?25oi2252; 
where each term has the form 
Making use of the fact that both -Ri(^) and i?2(^) have a simple pole at 9 = f 
w i t h the same residue, we may solve these three equations for Ri{9)/Ri{9) 
by taking the l im i t 2^ ^ - This ratio may then be disentangled, noting that 
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f ; g ' 
Figure 5.20: Free boundary condition: Yang-Baxter equation 1. 
f ; g ' 
Figure 5.21: Free boundary condition: Yang-Baxter equation 2. 
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f ; g ' 
Figure 5.22: Free boundary condition: Yang-Baxter equation 3. 
on physical grounds R2{9) should have a simple pole at 9 = ^ while Ri{9) 
should not, and that no further poles are expected in the physical strip. This 
leads to the solution 
R(9) - (a o , s i n h [ A ( f + 2^)] / A g \ 
R2{9) = s i n ( ^ sinh(2Ag) ^ s inh[A(f + 29)]^ (X9 
(5.13) 
(5.14) 
sin(2^) sinh[A(w - 29)] s inh[A(f - 2^)] ^ , 
The factor P{^) is constrained by unitari ty and crossing unitari ty through 
the respective equations 
P{9)P{-9) = 1 
and 
P 7^^  
2 
fX9\ sinh[A(z7r + 9)] s i n h [ A ( ^ + 9)] ^  9' 
) s inh[A(f - 9)] s i n h [ A ( ^ - 9)] V 2 ^ 2^ 
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t : 1 1 1 1 3 1 1 1 2A 6 A 6 2A 6 2A A 
Table 5.1: Pole structure of P ( ^ ) 
These have the minimal solution 
pix)=n 
where 
(5.15) 
^ /j^x _ r[(4fc-l)A+2X]r[(4fc-3)A+2X+l]r[(4fc+|)A-2X]r[(4fc-^)A-2X+l] , . 
''^ ' r[4fcA+2X]r[(4A:-4)A+2A'+l]r[{4fc-|)A-2A']r[(4A:-|)A-2X+l] ' ^ ' 
The pole structure of these amplitudes is rather more complicated than 
that of the fixed boundary condition. In [2] Chim only identifies the poles 
located at ^ and ^ , but here I shall attempt to explain all the additional 
poles which appear for | < A < 3. 
Looking first at the normalization factor P ( ^ ) , we find the array of poles 
as reproduced in table (5.1). In addition to this, both -Ri(^) and R2{9) 
possess a factor 
s inh[A(f + 29) 
sinh[A(i7r - 29) 
which has poles at t = | — ^ , and zeroes dX t — — \ where n = 0 , 1 , . . . . 
Finally, R2{9) has poles at t = | + ^ and zeroes at t = ^ . These combine 
to produce the overall pole structures shown in tables (5.2) and (5.3). 
Several of these poles can readily be identified as corresponding to the 
boundary scattering of bulk bound states by comparison wi th the bulk S-
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Pole: t = 1 2 
1 
2A 
1 1 
2 2A 
1 
A 
1 1 
2 A 
Bound state: VA A > 1 A > 2 
Particle: 2-particle 
bound state 
B2 
Table 5.2: Pole structure of Ri{9), free boundary conditions 
Pole: t = 1 6 
1 
2 
1 1 
2 2A i -1- ^ 
6 ' 2A 
1 1 
2 A 
Bound state: VA A > 1 A > i A > 2 
Particle: 2-particle 
bound state 
K2 
Table 5.3: Pole structure of R2{9), free boundary conditions 
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1-4 
Figure 5.23: Boundary scattering of breather bound states in i?i(^) 
2 1 
3 X 
Figure 5.24: Boundary scattering of kink bound states in R2{9) 
Figure 5.25: CoupUng of two kinks to boundary 
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matr ix described in the previous chapter (see table (4.4) and figure 4.1). 
These match precisely wi th breathers appearing in Ri{9) and single kink 
bound states in R2{9) as shown in figures 5.23 and 5.24. The ^ may be 
interpreted as two kinks coupling to the boundary, as shown figure 5.25. 
compatible w i th Ri or R2. This leaves the poles at i = f - ^ and ^ = | - x 
to be accounted for. These appear at A = 1 and A = 2 respectively, where the 
breathers Bi and B2 enter the particle spectrum, and are present in both Ri 
and R2. I t is suggested that they correspond to excited boundary states. I f 
such states exist for this model, i t is to be expected that they w i l l be related 
to excitations over a single vacuum. The energy of an excited boundary 
state |a > is given by 
ea = eo + maCOs{TTVa) 
where R^i^) has a pole at t = Va, eo is the ground state energy, and rUa 
is the mass of the incoming particle (see figure 5.26). For the poles under 
consideration, the respective energies are such that 
ei - Co = mcos( f - ^ ) = ims i 5 6 2 - Cq = mcos(f - f ) = ^mB^-
I n [2], Chim gives the form of the boundary S-matrix at the points A = | 
and A = 1, which correspond to the Ising, and the 3-state Potts model 
respectively. For A = | , i2i is given by 
i?i(^) = - c o t ( f + f ) . 
i ? 2 is not considered as there are not enough vacua present, even though i t 
is non-zero at this point. For A = 1, both types of scattering are potentially 
present, and the boundary S-matrix takes the form 
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a 
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Figure 5.26: Excited boundary state 
Ri{9) = 0 
R2{9) = 
s i n ( ^ - f ) s i n ( f - f ) 
sin(fL + f ) s i n ( f + f ) ' 
These agree w i t h scattering amplitudes given in [39 . 
5.4.3 'Excluded' boundary condition 
One possibility not considered in [2] is where the boundary is allowed to take 
all but one of the q possible values. This amounts to a partial breaking of the 
Sq symmetry down to an S'^.i symmetry at the boundary. For q = 2 this is 
the same as imposing fixed boundary conditions, and for g = 3 equates wi th 
the mixed boundary conditions of [36], [37]. Denoting the excluded vacuum 
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state by A, the resulting four boundary reflection amplitudes Ri, R"^, R2 and 
R2 are shown in figures 5.27 and 5.28. 
Figure 5.27: Boundary scattering amplitudes Ri{9) and Ri{9) 
Figure 5.28: Boundary scattering amplitudes R2{9) and R4{9) 
There are now 13 distinct permutations of vacua for which boundary 
Yang-Baxter equations must be solved. These equations are given in ap-
pendix (C). I t is to be expected that i?i and R2 w i l l both possess simple 
poles at ^ = ^ w i t h the same residue, just like their free boundary condition 
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f ' .g 
Figure 5.29: Boundary Yang-Baxter conditions arising f rom | pole in R{9) 
counterparts. Making use of this the following set of equations can be ob-
tained, corresponding to scattering processes of the type shown in figure 5.29. 
1. 
Ri[SsS2 - SiS^ + {q - 4){S2So - SoS,)] = 
R2[S3S3 + {q- 4)5i53 + iq- 4)2(5o5i - SoSo)] 
2. 
3. 
R,[S2S2 - S,Si + {q - 4){S2So - SoS,)] = R2[S2S3 + S^Si] 
+iq - 4)i?2[(525i + SiSi + SoS, - S2S0 - SiSo) + {q- 4)(5o5i - 5o5o)] 
Ri[S2S2 - + iq- 5)(525o - SoS^)] = i?2[5253 + 53^1 - S^So] 
+i?2[(g-4)(525i+5i5i-5o52)+(g-5)(5o53-5o5'o)+(g-5)2(5o5i-5o5o)] 
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i2i[5'iS'o — S'oS'2] — R2[{q — 4:){SoSo — SISQ) — S^SQ 
5. 
Rt[S2S3 + {q- 3)828,] + {q- 3)R^[So83 + {q- 3)So8i] = 
Ri[Sz8i + iq- 3)8281] + (g - 3)R2[Si8, + (q - 4)5o5i] 
6. 
Rt[8282 + {q- 4)8280] + iq- 3)R^[8o82 + {q- 4)8o8o] = 
Ri[8i8, + {Q-4)So8i]+R2[Ss8i + {q-3)828, + {q-4)8i8i + {q-4)^8o8i] 
7. 
Rf{q - 3)5o5i + R^[82Ss + {q-3) {828, + 8083 - 808,) + (g - 3)^8oS,] 
= {q - 3)[Ri828o + R2{q - 4.)8O8Q] 
8. 
Rtiq - 4)8080 + R^[8282 + {2q - 7)8280 + (g - 4)^8080] 
= Ri{q~ A)8o8o + R2[{q - 3)8280 + (g - 4)'5o5o] 
9. 
Rt[So82 + (g - 4)506-0] + R^[8282 + (2g - 8)52^0 + (g - 4f8o8o] 
= Ri[8,8o + (g - 4)5'o6'o] + i?2[(g - 3)53^0 + (g - 4)^8080] 
10. 
Rt[8o8s+{q-i)8o8,]+R^[828s+{q-3){828i+8o8,)+{q-4){So8,+{q-A)SoS,)] 
= Ri[8s8o + (g - 4)^2^0] + R2[iq - 3)8i8o + (g - 4)25050] 
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11. 
Rt[SoS2+iq-5)SoSo]+R^[{2q-8){S2So+SoSo)+S2S2+{q-5ySoSo] = 
i?i[5i5o+(g-5)5o5o]+i?2[(5'35o+(g-4)(5iS'o+525o+5o5o)+(g-5)2S'oSo] 
12. 
Ri[SoS2 — SiSq] = R2[{q — 3){SiSo — SqSo) + S2S0 
13. 
Rtiq - 3)[5o5i - S2S0] = R^[{q - 3)'(S'o5o - 5-051) - {q - 2)828,] 
where R = R{e) and 5 = <S(^  + f ) / n ( X + f ) . These may be reduced to the 
conditions 
02 — 01 
R^{e)-R^{e) = R,{e)-R2{9) 
Using these to express all scattering ampUtudes in terms of R2 we find that 
R^(0) _ sinh[A(9-f )](sinh[A(0+^)]-2smh[A{9-f^)]cos{^)) 
R2{9) ~~ isin{^)sinh(2A0) 
(5.17) 
Rl{0) _ sm(A7r)sinh[A(g-f)] _ smh[A(e-^)] sinh[A(g-f)] 
R2{9) ~ sm(^)sinh[A(e-4^)] i s i n ( ^ ) sinh(2A0) ^ ' ^ 
S = (5.19) 
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I t is very non-trivial to show that these ratios satisfy the f u l l Yang-Baxter 
relations, but extensive checks (many performed numerically, using Maple) 
confirmed that this was so. 
In order to determine R2{0), we must make use of the unitar i ty and cross-
uni tar i ty conditions. These take the form of equations 
Ri{e)Ri{-9)^{q-2,)R2{e)R2{-e) = i (5.20) 
Rt{9)Rt{-e) + iq-2)R^{e)R^{-e) = 1 (5.21) 
Ri{e)R2{-e) + R2{9)Ri{-e) + {q - 4)R2{e)R2{-e) = 0 (5.22) 
Rf{9)R^{-9)+R^{9)Rti-d) + {q-3)R^{9)R^{-e) = 0 (5.23) 
and 
R i i f - I ) = [S,{9) + {q'^)S2{9)]R,{f + l ) + S 2 m t i f + l ) 
(5.24) 
R t i f - i ) = {q-2)S2mi{f + i ) + s 3 m t { f + i ) 
(5.25) 
R 2 { f - I ) = [M9) + {q-4)So{9)]R2if + l)+So{9)R^if + l ) 
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
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respectively. From equation (5.20) we obtain the expression 
o (..J. (_n. ^ sin(A|.)^sinh(2A^)^ 
^2{^)-n.2{ u) s i n h [ A ( ^ + ^ ) ] s i n h [ A ( ^ - ^ ) ] s i n h [ A ( f + e ) ] s i n h [ A ( f - 0 ) ; 
f rom which we may identify the form of R2 as 
n((}\- ^ s i n ( ^ ) s i n h ( 2 A g ) 
^ ' ^ ^ ^ - s i n h [ A ( f - ^ ) ] s i n h [ A ( f ^ - ^ ) ] ^ ^ ^ ^ ' m P { - 0 ) - 1 
The factor P{9) is also constrained by cross-unitarity, giving rise to the equa-
t ion 
p / i ^ _ smh[A(^7^+g)]sinh[A(f+ f)]^sinh[A(gf+ f)] , x 
" 2^ - s inh[A(f -e ) ] s inh[A(f - f ) ]2s>nh[A(2f - f ) ]^^^^^^^^ + K^-^^) 
We are free to mul t ip ly R2 by any factor J[9) satisfying f{9)f{-9) = 1 as 
long as equation (5.28) is altered accordingly. Choosing 
^ s i n h [ A ( f + 2^)] 
' s i n h [ A ( f - 2 6 * ) ] ' 
the cross-unitarity condition becomes 
^ sinh[A(^^+g)] sinh[A( cosh[A( f -1 ) ] sinh[A( f +1)] sinh[A( ¥ +1)1 n f Ag ^ i g ) 
^2 2J sinh[A( f -e)] sinh[A( ^ -6)] cosh[A( f + f)] sinh[A( f - §)] smh[A( ^  - f)] ^ 2 ^ 
I t is possible to factorise P{9) into two parts: 
p[9) = p,{9)P2{e), 
satisfying 
p n . .^ _ sinh[A(z7r + g)] s i n h [ A ( i f - f g)] , 
^ ^ ^ ^ " s i n h [ A ( f - ^ ) ] s i n h [ A ( ^ - ^ ) ] ^ ' ' ^ ^ 
pn_^_e^ _ cosh[A(f - f ) ] s i n h [ A ( f + f ) ] s i n h [ A ( g f + f ) ] 
c o s h [ A ( f + f ) ] s i n h [ A ( f - f ) ] s i n h [ A ( 2 f i - f ) ] 
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Pi is thus identical w i th the normalization factor for free boundary con-
ditions, given in equations (5.15) and (5.16), and P2 takes the form (see 
appendix (D)) 
where 
^ r[(4A; - i)A + 1 - A - x]r[{4k -1)1 + 1- x]mk - l ) l + f - X ] 
' r [ ( 4 A ; - 3 ) f + i - | - X ] r [ ( 4 A ; - - 3 ) f + 1 - X ] r [ ( 4 A ; - 3 ) f + f - X 
r[(4fc - 3)1 + 1 - I - X]r[i4k - 3)f + I + f - X]r[{4k - 3)f - f + 1 - x 
^ r[(4fc - 1)A + 1 _ A _ X]r[(4A; - 1)A + 1 + A _ X]r[{Ak - l ) l - f + l - X ] 
w i t h t = f^, and X = as before. P2 has a physical strip poles located at 
t = \ — \, and a zero at | + ^ . 
I t remains to fix the sign of P{0), and this can be done by looking at the 
special point = 3, A = 1. A t this point i?^ disappears, and there are not 
enough vacua for R2 type boundary scattering to take place. This just leaves 
Ri and Rf which take the simplified forms 
^ s i n ( f - f ) s i n ( f + f ) s i n ( f f - f ) 
' • s i n ( f + f ) s i n ( f - f ) s i n ( f f + f ) 
r.Arn. ^ s i n ( f - f ) s i n ( f + f ) s i n ( f L - f ) 
s i n ( f + f ) s i n ( | - f ) s i n ( f L + f ) • 
These may be shown to satisfy the boundary bootstrap equations (5.9), fix-
ing the sign of P{0). As an additional consistency check, i t can also be 
seen that they satisfy the cross-unitarity equations (5.24) and (5.25) (previ-
ously only (5.26) and (5.27) had been used in the derivation of the reflection 
factors). 
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However, examination of these amplitudes also reveals a feature which 
has so far resisted explanation: at g = 3, J?f has poles at ^ = ^ and f . As 
we saw in the treatment of Chim's work, these are usually associated wi th 
the coupling of bulk bound states to the boundary (see figures 5.16 and 5.17). 
Neither of these processes may occur in i?^, due to its vacuum structure and 
the particular boundary condition under consideration. As wi th the bulk 
model described in the last chapter, we seem to have encountered some poles 
for which the usual explanations break down. Unt i l this has been resolved, 
the physical interpretation of this new solution to the boundary Yang-Baxter 
equations must remain unclear. 
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Conclusions 
A general theme of this thesis has been the intetrpretation of poles in 1 -h 1 
dimensional field theories both wi th and without boundaries. 
In chapter 4 i t has been shown that the particle spectrum' of the g-state 
Potts model as described in [1] must be revised due to the previously un-
suspected operation of the generalized bootstrap principle. This has already 
been of use in the calculation of universal amplitude ratios by Cardy and 
Delfino [3]. As mentioned before, i t does seem that genuinely new and unex-
pected behaviour has been brought to light in the efforts to close the boot-
strap for the Potts model. I t remains to be seen how widespread such prob-
lems are. In recent work [42] on the minimal model M ( 3 , 5 ) perturbed by 
^(1,2), Acerbi, Mussardo and Takacs were also unable to close the bootstrap. 
Their work was based on an alternative approach to (l){i,2) perturbations of 
minimal models proposed by Smirnov [43]. One avenue for future research 
w i l l be to see how the alternative approaches of Smirnov and of Chim and 
Zamolodchikov compare, and whether they both break down in the same 
situations. 
I n chapter 5, attention turned to boundary scattering amplitudes. The 
pole structure of the 'free' boundary scattering amplitudes was found to be 
consistent w i t h physical expectations, but that for the 'excluded' boundary 
condition, at the point q = 3, s t i l l remains to be interpreted satisfactorily. 
The fact that such a solution to the boundary Yang-Baxter and other con-
sistency conditions should exist is nevertheless highly non-trivial, although 
more work w i l l be needed before the implications of its existence can be 
clarified. 
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Appendix A 
Calculation of A^X2K2 ^ ^ I 
pole 
The scattering process under consideration is reproduced in figure A . l , and 
figure A.2 shows the factorization in terms of two-particle scattering pro-
cesses. The internal vacua e, / , g, h and i are constrained as follows: 
Figure A . l : S^^^: t = i^) 
e ^ a,b 
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e,t,g,h,i 
Figure A.2: Factorised scattering in Figure ( A . l ) 
• f ^b,c,e 
• c,d 
• g^a,d,h. 
The sum over internal vacua is thus composed of the terms given below, wi th 
o denoting any vacua other than those given above. 
• e = c, / = a: 
h = a: 
Ssi2a)S3{a)[S3{a) + (g - 5)S2{a)] 
+Si(2a)S2ia)[(q - 2)S2{a) + (q - 3)[S,{a) + (q - 3)S2{a)]] 
h — b,o: 
{q - 3)[Ss{a)S2{2a)[S,ia) + {q - 4)5o(a)] 
+S2ia)So{2a)[iq - 3)5o(a) + (q - 4)[Siia) + (q - 4)5o(a)]]] 
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e = c, f = d 
h = a: 
h = b,o: 
Siia)S2{2a)[S,{a) + iq-3)S2{a)] 
+So{a)Soi2a){q - 3)[S,{a) + {q - 3)S2{a)] 
{q - 3)[Si{a)S2{2a)[Sx{a) + (q - 4)So{a)] 
+So{a)So{2a){q - 4 ) [5 i (a ) + {q - 4)<So(a)] 
• e = c, f = 0 
h = a: 
(q - 4)[Siia)S2{2a)[S3{a) + {q - 3)S2{a)] 
+So{a)So{2a)[{q - 2)S2{a) + {q - 4)[Ss{a) + {q - 3)S2{a)]] 
h = f : 
{q - 4)[Siia)Szi2a)[Siia) + {q - 4)So{a)] 
+So{a)Sii2a)[{q - 3)So{a) + (q - 4)[Si{a) + {q - 4)5o(a)]]] 
h = 0: 
{q - 4){q - 4)[Sx{a)S2{2a)[Si{a) + (g - A)S,{a)] 
+ 5 o ( « ) 5 o ( 2 a ) [ ( g - 3)S,{a) + {q - 5)[<Si(a) + {q- 4)S,{a)]]] 
• e = d, f = a 
h = a: 
S2ia)Ssi2a)[S3{a) + {q - 3 ) ^ 2 ( « ) ] 
+S3{a)Si{2a){q-2)S2{a) + {q-3)S2{a)Si{2a)[S,{a)+{q-3)S2{a)] 
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h = b,o: 
{q - 3)[S2{a)S2{2a)[Si{a) + {q - 4)So{a)] 
+53(a)5o(2«)(g-3)<So(Q;) + (g-4)52(a)5o(2a)[5i(Q;) + (5-4)<So(Q!)]] 
• e = d, f — 0 
h = a: 
{q - 4)[So{a)S2{2a)[S,{a) + (g - 3)S2{a)] 
+<Si(a )5o(2a) (g-2)52(a)+( (z -4)5o(«)5o(2a) [<S3(a)+(g-3)<52(a) ] ] 
{q - 4)[So{a)S3{2a)[Si{a) + {q - 4)So{a)] 
+<Si(a)5i(2a)(g-3)<So(a)+(g-4)5o(a)5i(2a)[5x(a)+(g-4)5o(a)]] 
{q - 4)^[So{a)S2{2a)[Si{a) + {q - 4)5o(a)] 
+S,{a)So{2a)iq-3)So{a)^q-5)So{a)So{2a)[Si{a) + {q-4)So{a)]] 
• e = o, f = a 
h = a: 
{q - 4)[S2{a)S,{2a)[Ss{a) + {q - 3)<S2(a)] 
+S2{a)S,i2a){q - 2)S2ia) + Ss{a)S,{2a)[S3ia) + (q - 3)S2{a)] 
+ {q- 4)[S2{a)Si{2a)[S:i{a) + (q - 3)<S2(a)]] 
h = e: 
{q - 4)[[<S2(«)<S2(2a) + (g - 4)S2{a)So{2a)] 
[5 i ( a ) + (g - 4)So{a)] + S2{a)So{2a){q - 3)So{a)] 
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h = o: 
{q - i)^[[S2{a)S2{2a) + Ss{a)So{2a) + {q - 5)S2{a)So{2a)] 
x[Si{a) + {q- i)So{a)] + S2{a)So{2a){q - 3)So{a)] 
e = 0,f = d 
h = a: 
(q - 4)[[Soia)S2{2a) + Siia)So{2a) + {q - 4) So {a) So {2a)] 
x[Ss{a) + {q - 3)S2{a)] 
h — e: 
(q - 4)[[Soia)S2i2a) + {q - 4)So{a)So{2a)] 
x[Si{a) + {q-4)So{a)] 
h = 0: 
{q - 4f[[So{a)S2{2a) + Si{a)So{2a) + (g - b)So{a)So{2a)] 
x[Si{a) + {q - 4)So{a)] 
. e = 0,f = o' 
h = a: 
{q - 4)(g - 5)[[So{a)S2{2a) + Si{a)So{2a) + (q - 5)So{a)So{2a)] 
x[Ss{a) + {q- 3)S2{a)] + So{a)So{2a){q - 2)S2{a)] 
h = e: 
{q - 4){q - 5)[[So{a)S2{2a) + {q - 5) So (a) So {2a)] 
x [ 5 i ( a ) + {q - 4)So{a)] + So{a)So{2a){q - 3)So{a)] 
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h = f: 
(g - 4)(g - 5)[[So{a)S3{2a) + S,{a)Si{2a) + (g - 5)So{a)Si{2a)] 
X [Si (a) + (g - 4)So (a)] + <So {a)Si {2a) (g - 3)<So (a)] 
h = o": 
(g - 4)(g - 5f[[So{a)S2i2a)+Si{a)So{2a) + (g - 6)So{a)So{2a)] 
x[Si{a) + (g - 4)So{a)] + Soia)So{2a){q - 3)5o(a)] 
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Appendix B 
Bootstrap and generalised 
bootstrap scattering processes 
for A < f 
The pole structures of all scattering amplitudes appearing for A < | are 
accounted for, apart f rom the kink-kink scattering amplitudes as they- are 
treated in great detail in the main body of the text. The simplest scattering 
processes are not accurately portrayed, due to the excesive number of them. 
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<? (o\ . [7 L i r i - I - Alfa L i 2 f . 5 5 i r i I 
^B^B^yy) • L g 2 A J 1 6 ' 2 A J 1 2 2 A J L 2 A 6 J L 2 ~ 2X1 L 
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2A e J L 2 A 2 J t 6 2 A J 
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Appendix C 
Yang-Baxter equations for 
'excluded' boundary condition 
These are the ful l Yang-Baxter equations, whose reductions at 2^ = y are 
considered in section (5.4.3) of chapter 5. The shorthand RiSjRkSi for 
M9i)Sj{9i + e2)Rk{02)St{92 - Oi) is used throughout. 
1. 
R1S3R2S1 + (9 ~~ 4)i?iS'2i22'S'o + R1S2R2SQ + R2S1R1S1 
+ {q-4)R2SoR,So+R2SoRtSo+{q-4)R2SiR2S, + {q-4){q-5)R2SoR2So 
+ {q - 4)R2SoR2So = R2S:iRiS3 + {q - 3)R2S2RiS2 + i^a^si^f ^2 
+RiSiR2Ss + {q- 4:)RiSoR2S2 + RISQR^S2 + (g - 4)i?25ii?253 
+ {q - A)R2SoR^S2 + {q- 4:fR2SoR2S2 
2. 
R1S1R2S2 + {q- 4)RiSoR2S2 + RiSoR^S2 + R2S2R1S3 
+R2SiRiS2 + {q- 4)R2S2RiS2 + K2S2-Rf S2 + {q- 4)R2SoR2Sz 
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3. 
4. 
5. 
+{q - 4)R2SiR2S2 + iq- 4)R2SoR^S2 + (g - 4)(? - 5)i?25oi?252 
= (g - 4YR2S0R2S0 + {q- 3)R2SoR^So + i^i^ai^z^i 
+ {q - 4)RiS2R2So + RAR^So + {q- 4)i?25oi?25i 
RiSiR2S2+RiSoR2Ss+{q-5)RiSoR2S2+RiSoR2S2+{q-4)R2S2RiS2 
+R2SZR1S2 + R2S2R1S3 + R2S2R1 S2 + (g ~ 5)-R25o-R2'S'3 
+(g - 4)i?25ii?252 + (g - 4)i?25oi?2''52 + [(g - 4) + (g - 5)2]i?25oi?252 
= R2S0R1S1 + R2S1R1S0 + {q- 5)R2SoRiSo + R2SoRtSo 
+ {q - A)R2S,R2So + {q- 5)^R2SoR2So + {q- 4)R2SoR^So + R1S2R2S, 
+R1S3R2S0 + {q- 5)RiS2R2So + R1S2R2S0 + {q- 5)R2SoR2Si 
R1S1R2S0 + R2S^R2So + R2S0R1S1 + R2S1R1S0 
+{q - 5)R2SoRiSo + R2SoRtSo + (g - 5)R2S,R2So 
= (2g — 9)R2S()R2SQ + R2S0R2SQ + R2S2R2S0 + R1S0R2S1 
RtS2RiS3 + {q- 3)RtS2RiS2 + i?f ^ai^f ^2 
+(g - 3YR^SOR2S2 + {q- 2)R^SiR^S2 + (g - 3)i?^5oi?253 
= R1S3R1S2 + (g - 3)RiS2RiS2 + RiS2RtS3 
+{q - 3)R2SiR2S2 + (g - 3)(g - 4)i?25oi2252 + (g - 3)R2SoR^S3 
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7. 
RtS2R2Si + {q- 4}R^S2R2So + R^S^R^So + {q- 4fR^SoR2So 
+{q - 3)R^SiR^So + R^SoRiSi + (5 - 4)R^SoRiSo + R^SiR^So 
+{q - 4)R^SoR2Si = R2SsRiS2 + {q- 3)R2S2RiS2 + i^252i?f ^ 3 
+R1S1R2S2 + {q- 4)RiSoR2S2 + RiSoR^Ss + {q - 4)R2S,R2S2 
+ {q - 4fR2SoR2S2 + {q- 4)R2SoR^S, 
{q - 3)RtSoR2S2 + RtSiR^S2 + RiS2RiS, + {q - 3)R^S2RiS2 
+R^SsRtS2 + (g - 3)R^SoR2Sz + {q-3){q- 4)R^SoR2S2 
+{q-3)R^SiR^S2 = {q-3)RiS2R2So + RiS2R2Si 
+{q - 3)(g - 4)R2SoR2So + {q - 3)R2SoR^Si 
9. 
(g - 4)RfSoR2So + RfS^R^So + R^S2R2Si + {q - 4)R^S2R2So 
-\-R2 S3R2 SQ + R2 SQRISI + (5 ~ 4)R2 SQRISQ + R2 SiR'^SQ 
+ {q - 4)R^S,R2S, + {q- 4){q - 5)R^SoR2So + {q - 4)R^S,R^So 
= {q- 3)R2S2R2So + R2S2R2S1 + {q- 4)R,SoR2So 
+RiSoR^Si + {q- 4fR2SoR2So + {q - 4)i22-S'oi?^5i 
R^SoRiSi + {q- 4)R^SoRiSo + R^SiR^So + R^S2R2Si 
+ (q- 4)R^S2R2So + R2SZR2S0 + iq- 4fR^SoR2So + {q -3)R4S,R^SO 
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10. 
11. 
12. 
+{q-A)R^SoR2Si - R,S,RiSo + {q-4)R^SoRiSo + RiSoRtSi 
+R2S3R2S0 + {q- 4)R2S2R2So + R2S2R2S1 
+(g - 4)R2SiR2So + (g - 4)(g - 5)i?25oi?25o + (g - A)R2SOR4SI 
RtSoR2S, + (g - 4)RtSoR2S2 + RtSiR^S2 + (g - 3)R^S2RiS2 
+R^S2RiS, + R^SsRtS2 + [{q - 3) + (g - Af]R^SoR2S2 
+{q ~ 3)R^S,R^S2 + (g - 4)R^SoR2S3 
= R2S1R1S0 + (g - 4)R2SoRiSo + i?25oi?f 5 i + iii^ai^a^o 
+(g - 4:)RiS2R2So + R1S2R2S1 + (g - 4)i?25ii?25o 
+ (g - 4)(g - 5)i?25oi?25o + (g - 4)R2SoR^Si 
RtSoR2Si + (g - 5)i?f 50^22^0 + RfSiR^So + (g - 4)i?2^52i?25o 
+i?2''52i?25i+i?^53i?2''5o+[(g-4)+(g-5)']i?2'^5oi?25o+(g-4)i?2'''?i^2''5o 
+(g - 4)i?2''5oi?i5o + R^SoRiSi + R^S^R^So + (g - b)R^SoR2Si 
= R2S1R1S0 + (g - 4)i?25o-Ri5o + R2SoRtSi + R2S3R2S0 
+(g - 4)R2S2R2So + R2S2R2S1 + R1S1R2S0 + (g - 5)RiSoR2So 
+RISOR4SI + (g - 5)i?25ii?25o + (g - 5)2i?25oi?25o + (g - 5)R2SoR^Si 
RiSoR2Si + i2q-7)R2SoR2So = R2S0R1S1 
+R2S1R1S0 + (g - 4)R2SoRiSo + R1S1R2S0 + {q- 4)R2SiR2So 
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13. 
{q - 3)RtSoR2S2 + RtSiR^Ss + (g - 2)R^S2RiS2 
+R^SsRtS3 + {q- 3fR^S^R2S2 + - 3)R^SiR^Sz 
= {q- 3)R^SoRiSo + R^SiR^Si + {q- 3)RtS2R2So 
+RtS,R^S, + {q-3){q- 4)R^SoR23o + {q- 3)R^S,R^S, 
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Appendix D 
Calculation of normalization 
factor for 'excluded' boundary 
condition 
Let p{9) be such that 
p{9)p{~9) = l and h{2e)pif + d ) = p { f - 0 ) . 
This we may rewrite as 
Defining f{e) and g{e) by 
f{e) = deHp{9)] • g{29) = deHh{29)] 
equation (D.l) becomes 
f { 9 - f ) + f { 9 + f ) = -g{29) 
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^ 2 c o s h ( f ) / ( A ; ) = -~g{k) (D.2) 
where 
1 /•OO 1 rOO 
f{k) = ^ lj{e)e^''d9 ; ~g{k) = - j_j{29)e^''d9. 
From this we see that, for g{k) = g{-k), 
^ _1 p ~g{k)e-^>^'dk 
^ 2J-00 cosh(f ) 
Jo cosh{f) k 
For the case in point. 
cosh[A(g - f ) sinh[A(g + f ) sinh[A(2f + 9)] 
^ ' cosh[A(^ + f ) sinh[A(^ - f ) sinh[A(2fi - Q) 
which leads to 
'f*^' = / 
TT J -
^ ( \ + \ 1 ^^^ie 
00 l^sinh[A((2f + 29)\ sinh[A((2f - 2^)]/ 
i - o o C O s f ^ TT c o s ( ^ ) - cosh(A2^) • 
The first two terms may be integrated using the identity 
1 f°° e"^™^dm sinh(x) 
4 7-00 cosh(^) sinh(2a;) 
from which we find that 
X f 1 1 
- / ^sinh[A(OTa + 29)] sinh[A(OTa - 29) ^ 
.cosh[7rA;(f - ^ ) ] sinh(ff) 
e"'^d9 
2i-
sinh(ff) 
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f o r — I < f — ^ < I - The integration of the remaining term makes use of 
the identity 
1 r°° sm{^)e ™^(im _ sinh(aa;) 
2 7 - 0 0 6 [ c o s h ( ^ ) + c o s ( 2 ^ ) ] ~ sinh(63;) 
0 <a<b 
which may be recast in the form 
A r°° sin{X27ra)e'''^d9 sinh[7rA;(Q; - ^ ) 
TT J-
— 0 < 2 Q ! — i < -
oo COS(A27rQ;) - cosh(A2^) s i n h ( f f ) ^ ^' 
Substituting for g{k), equation (D.2) becomes 
^^l„(n^] = r pcosh[7rA:(i - ^ ) ] sinh(ff) + sinh[7rA:(| - ^ ) ] \ sm{k9)dk 
Jo \ s inh(f f )cosh(f ) J k 
(D.3) 
I t is now possible to express p{9) in terms of an infinite product of gamma 
functions. As an example, consider the expression 
f o ° smh{Trka) sin(kd) dk 
- ' J 
Jo 
s i n h ( f f ) c o s h ( 2 ^ ) k ' 
roc °o 
dk 
/ 
; i - e - ' ^ ) ( l + e-'^ '=) 
n=l 1 - e A 
^ g - t ( - a A + X ) _^ g - t ( a A - X ) _ g - t ( - a A - X ) _ g - t { a A + X ) j 
1 - e-* 
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X 
J^g-t((4n-3)| + i ) _ g - t ( ( 4 n - l ) | + i ) j 
t 
where X = |^ .From the integral representation of ln(r (2 ; ) ) , 
dt 
\n{T{z))= r 
Jo 
we obtain the identity 
^ Re{z) > 0, 
, fr{a)r{b)\ foo e-^a _^ p-tb _ p-tc _ ^-td 
In ) ^ , : — I 1 a + o - c - a = 0. 
\T{c)T{d)) Jo 1 -e -* t 
This gives us 
. r°° sinh(7rA;a) sin(A:g) dk _ 
' j o s inh(?^)cosh(^) k ~ ±< " ( f f s h ( f ) t r \ ^ n { - X ) j -
where 
_ r [ ( 4 n - 3 ) f + 1 - ccA - X ] r [ ( 4 n - 1) + ^ + aA - X 
' ~ r [ ( 4 n - l ) f + i - aA - X ] r [ ( 4 n - 3) + i + aA - X ' 
For Q; = I — ^ , this gives us an expresssion for the second term on the 
righthand side of equation (D.3). The first term may be treated in a similar 
fashion, resulting in the solution 
M X ) 
where 
^ r[(4A: - i ) A + 1 - A - x ] m k -1)1 + 1 - x]r[{Ak - m + f - X] 
' T[{Ak - 3)1 + i - t - X]r[(4A; - 3)1 + f - X]r[(4A; -3)l + f - X ] 
X 
T[{4k - 3)1 + 1 - I - X]r[(4A; - 3)A + 1 + f _ X]r[{ik - 3 ) f - f + 1 - X 
r[(4A; - 1)1 + 1 - A _ X]r[{4k - 1)A + 1 + A _ X]r[(4A; - 1)A _ ^ + 1 - X ' 
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